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THE PRESENT STATUS OF SMALL-SCALE TRADITIONAL FISHERY 
AT TUTICORIN 
P. Sam Bennet and G. Arumugham 
Tuticorin Research Centre of CMFRI, Tuticorin - 628 001 
Introduction 
This is the second study on the small-scale 
traditional fishery at Tuticorin and covers the 
period from 1986 to 1990. The first account on 
the development of small-scale traditional fishery 
at Tuticorin by Bennet and Arumugham (Mar. 
Fish. Infor. Serv., T & E Sen, No. 99: 1989) 
covered the period from 1979 to 1985. Significant 
developments in the craft and gear have taken 
place since 1986. Present study highlights all the 
recent developments in the small-scale traditional 
fishery at Tuticorin. The data are presented in 
the way understandable for the common man and 
are presented in the manner useful to the 
business community and entrepreneurs. This 
account highlights the fishery since the introduc-
tion of machine propelled boats (motorised units) 
and consequent changes in gross fish landings. 
Annual production 
The trends or production experienced in the 
fishery are given in the table (Table 1). During 
the five years from 1986 to 1990, annual average 
fish catch by traditional fishermen came to 
4,798.9 tonnes. Of this, the catch by motorised 
units came to 2,774.5 tonnes and by non-
motorised units 2,024.4 tonnes. Fish landings 
by motorised units varied from 880.3 tonnes in 
1986 to 4,202.1 tonnes in 1989. On the other 
hand, fish catch by non-motorised units was high 
during 1986 with 4,623.0 tonnes and gradually 
came down to 515.2 tonnes during 1990. As in 
the previous years the sardine gill net was the 
important gear in the traditional fishery and con-
tributed over 68.3% in the annual catch by the 
traditional fishery. Next important gear was the 
long line. Average annual catch-per-unit was 
uniformly higher for the motorised units than for 
the non-motorised units. However, catch per unit 
was fairly high for the shore seine which was 
operated by non-motorised boats. 
Craft and gear 
Motorised as well as non-motorised Tuti-
corin type boats and Catamarans brought in from 
Kanyakumarl, operated a heterogenous assembly 
of gears. Details of craft and gear employed in 
the fishery are given in the earlier report (Bennet 
and Arumugham, 1989). Gradually many of the 
crafts got fitted with motor propellants and their 
number increased year after year. Consequently 
a reduction in non-motorised crafts was noticed. 
'Disco net', a specialised gear for catching prawns 
was introduced during 1987 at Tuticorin and was 
operated mainly by motorised boats. Hilsa net 
('Podi valai') was operated by non-motorised 
'Catamaran' units mainly to catch Hilsa toll Data 
collected during the annual census about the 
fishing crafts employed in the traditional fishery 
is given below. 
Year Tuticorin type boat Catamaran Total 
Motorised Non-moto- Moto- Non-
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
9 0 
200 
335 
444 
4 7 6 
rised 
439 
340 
2 1 5 
118 
91 
rised 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
2 5 
motorised 
13 542 
17 557 
27 577 
26 588 
21 613 
Gear-wise landings 
1. Sardine gill net ('Chala valai') 
By far, the important gear in the traditional 
fishery was the sardine gill net. Annual average 
landings came to 1,585.3 tonnes by non-
motorised crafts and 1,691.2 tonnes by motorised 
crafts. Of the total fish landings, 68.3% was 
caught by sardine gill nets. Good fishery by 
sardine gill nets was recorded during the 
October-December period. SardineUa gibbosa 
ranked foremost in the catch followed by S, 
albella. in the non-motorised units and S, strm in 
the motorised units. Other important fish groups 
in the gear were Thrissocles spp. Caranx spp. and 
Leiognathus spp. It is observed that a gradual 
reduction in the total catch by non-motorised 
units was observed from 1986 to 1990 due to the 
TABLE 1. Gear-wise effort catch (tonnes) and catch per unit effort (kg) annual average catch (tonnes) for the period 1986-'90 
Gear E 
ca 
i 
Chala valai 
Paru valai 
Podi valai 
Hand line 
Long line 
Troll line 
Sinki valai 
Thirukkai 
valai 
Hand line 
[catamaran) 
Disco net 
(prawn net) 
Other gears 
Iflbrt, 
tch & 
C/E 
E 
C 
C / E 
E 
C 
C / E 
E 
C 
C / E 
E 
C 
C / E 
E 
C 
C/E 
E 
C 
C / E 
E 
C 
C / E 
E 
C 
C/E 
E 
C 
C/E 
E 
C 
C/E 
E 
(Mural valai) C 
C / E 
Shore seine E 
C 
C/E 
Thallu modi E 
Podi valai 
[catamaran) 
C 
C / E 
E 
C 
C/E 
Annual total 
catch (tonne) 
1986 
0.0 
0.0 
0 .0 
859.0 
67.2 
78.2 
1627.0 
88.3 
54.2 
2856.0 
191.3 
67.0 
6718.0 
509.0 
75.8 
517.0 
24.5 
47.5 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
880.3 
Motorised units 
1987 
12703.0 
1185.9 
93.4 
141.0 
16.6 
118.0 
1630.0 
161.0 
98.8 
650.0 
64.4 
99.0 
5643.0 
634.2 
112.4 
902.0 
42.3 
46.9 
689.0 
68.3 
99.1 
1108.0 
163.6 
147.6 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
2102.0 
41.7 
19.8 
0.0 
0.0 
0 .0 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
2378.0 
1988 
20102.0 
1664.8 
82.8 
468.0 
76.9 
164.2 
1800.0 
155.0 
86.1 
444.0 
12.9 
29.2 
3738.0 
306.9 
82.1 
339.0 
20.1 
59.3 
1528.0 
87.0 
57.0 
1928.0 
215.3 
111.7 
.0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
1314.0 
25.4 
19.3 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
2564.3 
1989 
24803.0 
3017.6 
121.7 
286.0 
29.3 
102.3 
3351.0 
495.4 
147.8 
442.0 
39.6 
89.5 
2834.0 
197.5 
69.7 
1496.0 
76.7 
51.3 
1375.0 
83.9 
61.0 
1940.0 
246.5 
127.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
702.0 
15.6 
22.3 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
4202.1 
1990 | 
29922.0 
2587.7 
86.5 
648.0 
100.9 
155.8 
3288.0 
310.2 
94.4 
970.0 
71.7 
74.0 
3063.0 
420.1 
137.1 
660.0 
58.6 
88.8 
620.0 
32.4 
52.3 
1457.0 
197.4 
135.5 
1162.0 
25.3 
21.8 
2203.0 
34.6 
15.7 
189.0 
8.7 
46.0 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
3847.6 
Annual 
average 
[tonnes) 
17506.0 
1691.2 
76.9 
480.0 
58.2 
123.7 
2339.0 
242.0 
96.3 
1072.0 
76.0 
71.7 
4399.0 
413.5 
95.4 
783.0 
44.4 
58.8 
842.0 
54.3 
53.9 
1287.0 
164.6 
104.4 
232.0 
5.1 
4.4 
1264.0 
23.5 
15.4 
38.0 
1.7 
9.2 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
2774.5 
1986 
51115.0 
3816.7 
74.7 
510.0 
37.8 
74.1 
614.0 
31.1 
50.6 
3754.0 
222.6 
59.3 
1483.0 
74.6 
50.3 
223.0 
6.5 
29.1 
1775.0 
96.1 
54.1 
2551.0 
288.2 
113.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
191.0 
49.4 
258.8 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
4623.0 
Non-motorised units 
1987 
35419.0 
2908.7 
82.1 
24.0 
0.9 
40.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
3836.0 
181.3 
47.0 
790.0 
32.6 
41.2 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
872.0 
72.5 
83.1 
998.0 
185.0 
185.4 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
103.0 
16.5 
160.2 
1045.0 
29.4 
28.1 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
3426.9 
1988 
15132.0 
685.1 
45.3 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
1015.0 
28.9 
28.5 
1236.0 
58.0 
46.9 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
154.0 
29.4 
190.6 
2637.0 
42.0 
15.9 
1902.0 
82.7 
43.5 
926.1 
1989 
5467.0 
287.0 
52.5 
0.0 
0 .0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
1186.0 
47.9 
40.4 
509.0 
37.7 
74.4 
0.0 
0 .0 
0 .0 
0.0 
0 .0 
0.0 
130.0 
5.6 
4.3 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
102.0 
104.5 
1024.3 
3814.0 
97.9 
25.7 
2171.0 
49.9 
23.0 
630.5 
1990 ( 
4066.0 
229.1 
56.3 
52.0 
7.9 
151.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
907.0 
59.4 
64.5 
238.0 
19.9 
83.6 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
338.0 
6.3 
18.7 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
656.0 
7.4 
11.2 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
179.0 
126.7 
707.5 
2466.0 
47.5 
19.3 
292.0 
11.0 
37.9 
515.2 
Annual 
average 
tonnes) 
22240.0 
1585.3 
62.2 
117.0 
9.3 
53.0 
123.0 
6.2 
10.0 
2140.0 
108.0 
47.9 
851.0 
44.6 
59.2 
45.0 
1.3 
5.8 
597.0 
35.0 
31.2 
736.0 
95.8 
68.3 
131.0 
1.5 
2.2 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
146.0 
65.3 
468.3 
1992.0 
43.4 
17.8 
873.0 
28.7 
20.9 
2024.4 
Note : E = Effort, C = Total catch in tonnes, C/E = Catch per unit in kg. 
reduced number of units engaged in the fishery. 
Combined total for the sardine gill net units was 
high during 1987 with 4,094.6 tonnes. Well over 
82.3% of the fish caught by sardine gill nets was 
formed by the lesser sardines. 
2. Drift net (Taru valai') 
Large quality fish like seer fish, tuna, car-
angids, perches, Chortnemus, barracuda and 
sharks were caught by Taru valai', a drift net with 
larger mesh size. Catch composition shows 
differences between motorised and non-motorised 
units mainly because of the distance and area 
where these units were operated. Motorised units 
fished in deeper waters and wider areas landed 
21.5% tuna followed by Lethrinus and seer fish. 
On the other hand, 26.4% of the catch by non-
motorised units consisted of barracuda. Next in 
importance were carangids and sharks. Of the 
total fish caught by traditional fishery, about 
1.4% was contributed by 'Paru valai' units. 
3. Drift net (Todi valai') 
Smaller meshed drift net units were oper-
ated mainly for tuna, barracuda, carangids, seer 
fish and Chirocentrus. On an average 242.0 
tonnes of fish were landed by 'Podi valai units. 
Mostly these nets were operated by the motorised 
units because they went to deeper waters for 
fishing. Fish catch by non-motorised units using 
the 'Podi valai' were scanty and restricted to the 
1986 fishery. Tuna formed 25.7% of the catch 
followed by barracuda 11.2% and seer fish 
11.1%. Good landings were reported during 
1989. Many quality fish were landed by 'Podi 
valai' units. During the period 2,339, 'Podi valai' 
units were operated every year by the traditioal 
fishermen. 'Podi valai' units contributed 5.1% of 
the total fish caught by traditional fishery. 
4. Hand line (Thoondil') 
Regular fishing by hand line units was 
carried out and landed an annual average of 
184.0 tonnes offish. On an average, 3,212 hand 
line units were operated per year. Both motorised 
and non-motorised boats operated this gear. 
Good fish catch was reported during 1986. 
Nemipterus spp. ranked first in importance in the 
hand line catch forming 39.3% in the landings by 
non-motorised units and 22.5% in the motorised 
unit landings. Other important fish groups 
included Lethrinus, Belone and Serranus. Hand 
line units were operated for pelagic as well as 
demersal fish groups. 
5. Long line ('Ayiramkal thoondil') 
This is one of the popular and specialized 
gear at Tuticorin, operated along the extensive 
areas over and beyond the deep water rocky 
'paars'. Large sized pelagic and demersal fishes 
are caught by this gear. This gear was operated 
during the period by motorised as well as non-
motorised boats. On an average, 458.1 tonnes 
of fish were caught by this gear forming 9.5% of 
the total fish caught. Larger perches, sharks and 
carangids formed the major portion of the catch. 
Large Lethrinus spp. formed 31.1% in the 
motorised boat catch and in non-motorised boats, 
Lethrinus spp. formed 29.8%. Good landings by 
motorised long line units were reported during 
1987 and during 1986 by non-motorised units. 
Every year, on an average 5,250 long line units 
were operated at Tuticorin. 
6. Troll line ('Odukayiru') 
This gear was operated for seer fish, tuna, 
sharks and some other good quality fish at 
Tuticorin. Number of this gear operated by 
motorised units ranged from 339 in 1988 to 1.496 
in 1989. On the other hand, 223 units were 
operated in 1986 by the non-motorised boats. 
After 1986 this unit was not operated by the non-
motorised boats. Total annual fish landings 
during the period came to 45.7 tonnes forming 
0.9% in the total fish caught. Seer fish formed 
the important species in the catch followed by 
tuna, sharks and carangids. 
7. Lobster net ('Sinki valai') 
Operated mainly for lobsters that live near 
the coral reefs, this gear caught crabs and bottom 
dwelling fishes more than it caught the lobsters. 
During the period, annual average landings came 
to 54.3 tonnes by motorised units and 35.0 
tonnes by non-motorised units. Motorised units 
started operating this net from 1987. Lobsters 
and crabs were caught in small quantities by 
non-motorised units. Good proportion of the 
catch composed of lethrinids, catfish, carangids, 
rays and other perches. Lobster net contributed 
1.8% in the total fish catch by traditional units. 
8. Bottom set net (Thirukkai valai') 
• Rays, sharks and skates were caught in 
large numbers by this net. Every year on an 
average, 260.4 tonnes of larger fish were caught 
by this unit and formed 5.4% of the total fish 
caught during the period. In recent years this 
gear was increasingly operated by the motorised 
units. 
TABLE 2. Catch composition of important groups offish (tonnes) during the years (1986-1990 tn 'Chala valal' 
Fish groups 
Sardinella albeRa 
Sardinella dayi 
Sardinella gibbosa 
Sardinella sirm 
Sardinella clupeoides 
Sardinella longiceps 
Pellona 
Kowala kowal 
Stolephorus 
Thrissocles 
Leiognathus 
Carangids 
Sphyraena 
Therapon 
Seer fish 
Sillago 
Chirocentrus 
Miscellaneous 
Total 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
Note : A = Catch 
1986 
0.0 
381.2 
0.0 
254.2 
0.0 
1896.1 
0.0 
429.0 
0.0 
81.3 
0.0 
12.5 
0.0 
38.2 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
3.8 
0.0 
458.6 
0.0 
47.4 
0.0 
98.1 
0.0 
18.2 
0.0 
16.1 
0.0 
3.9 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
* 0.0 
0.0 
78.1 
Nil 
3816.7 
1987 
118.8 
404.2 
79.2 
269.5 
734.6 
1282.5 
112.8 
366.1 
4.5 
23.9 
2.0 
1.2 
4.6 
8.7 
0.6 
13.3 
0.0 
84.4 
62.4 
327.0 
17.5 
43.0 
4.3 
28.2 
9.2 
9.1 
1.9 
3.5 
0.0 
0.0 
6.8 
3.1 
0.0 
2.7 
26.7 
38.3 
1185.9 
2908.7 
by motorlsed units, B = 
1988 
158.0 
69.1 
105.8 
46.2 
885.9 
337.4 
245.4 
59.0 
8.2 
4.2 
0.0 
0.0 
9.2 
3.6 
4.5 
1.3 
1.8 
1.4 
86.0 
60.0 
23.8 
15.0 
29.7 
13.4 
13.0 
13.8 
6.8 
3.3 
0.2 
0.6 
7.6 
3.8 
0.9 
0.8 
78.0 
52.2 
1664.8 
685.1 
Catch by non 
1989 
262.2 
30.6 
174.8 
20.6 
1669.3 
131.6 
506.7 
44.3 
91.4 
5.3 
3.6 
0.0 
14.4 
2.9 
5.6 
0.9 
12.5 
0.3 
102.4 
22.3 
27.6 
4.9 
32.3 
4.6 
16.5 
2.9 
25.5 
3.7 
0.0 
0.5 
1.5 
0.8 
13.5 
1.4 
57.8 
9.4 
3017.6 
287.0 
1990 
364.1 
38.0 
210.1 
22.1 
1231.0 
86.0 
173.2 
24.7 
46.1 
2.4 
2 .5 
0.0 
31.3 
2.5 
34.3 
3.6 
44.6 
3.2 
237.1 
24.4 
46.9 
5.2 
38.3 
4.6 
10.2 
0.8 
42.1 
3.8 
4 .5 
0 .3 
10.3 
0.8 
2.9 
0.4 
58.2 
6.3 
2587.7 
229.1 
-motorised units. 
Average 
180.6 
184.6 
114.0 
122.5 
904.2 
746.7 
207.6 
184.6 
30.0 
23.4 
1.6 
2.7 
11.9 
11.1 
9.0 
3.8 
11.8 
18.6 
97.6 
178.5 
23.2 
23.1 
20.9 
29.8 
9.8 
9.0 
15.3 
6.1 
0.9 
1.1 
5.2 
1.7 
3.5 
1.1 
44.1 
36.9 
1691.2 
1585.3 
% 
10.7 
11.6 
6.7 
7.7 
53.5 
47.1 
12.3 
11.6 
1.8 
1.5 
0.1 
0.2 
0.7 
0.7 
0.5 
0.2 
0.6 
1.2 
5.8 
11.3 
1.4 
1.4 
1.2 
1.9 
0.6 
0.6 
0.9 
0.4 
0.1 
0.1 
0.3 
0.1 
0.2 
0.1 
2.6 
2.3 
— 
— 
Rank 
3 
2 
4 
5 
1 
1 
2 
3 
7 
8 
17 
14 
11 
11 
14 
15 
12 
10 
5 
4 
8 
9 
9 
7 
13 
12 
10 
13 
18 
16 
15 
18 
16 
17 
6 
6 
— 
— 
4 
TABLE 3. Catch composition of important groups offish (tonnes) during the years 1986-1990 in 'Paru valal' [drift net) 
Fish groups 
Sharks 
Skates 
Tuna 
Seer fish 
Carangids 
Chorinemus 
Cat fish 
Lethrinids 
Sen-anus 
Lutjanus 
Diagramma 
Sphyraena 
Istiophorus 
Rachycentron 
bates calcarifer 
Polynemus 
Other perchlike 
fishes 
Total 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
1986 
4.4 
1.1 
0.0 
0.0 
5.8 
0.0 
10.8 
2.8 
10.0 
7.9 
1.4 
0.4 
2.7 
1.4 
11.3 
4.3 
7.2 
2.3 
4.4 
3.4 
0.9 
0.0 
4.6 
12.3 
0.3 
0.0 
1.5 
0.4 
1.9 
0.9 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.6 
67.2 
37.8 
1987 
2.3 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
4 .7 
0.0 
2 .8 
0.0 
2.2 
0.0 
0.0 
0.9 
0.0 
0.0 
0.8 
0.0 
1.5 
0.0 
1.1 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.5 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.2 
0.0 
0 .5 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
16.6 
0.9 
1988 
6.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
38.6 
0.0 
4 .8 
0.0 
3.9 
0.0 
0.6 
0.0 
0.2 
0.0 
4 .5 
0.0 
5.4 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
1.9 
0.0 
9.0 
0.0 
0.6 
0.0 
1.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.4 
0.0 
76.9 
Nil 
1989.0 
10.6 
0.0 
2.7 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
1.6 
0.0 
1.6 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
4 .3 
0.0 
0.5 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.9 
0.0 
1.9 
0.0 
1.4 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
3.8 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
29.3 
Nil 
1990 
9.5 
4 .4 
0.0 
0 .0 
13.3 
0.0 
14.9 
1.4 
7.7 
0.0 
0 .5 
0 .0 
0.0 
0.0 
17.1 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
4 .3 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
4 .5 
0.0 
21.1 
0.0 
3.8 
0.0 
2 .9 
0.0 
1.4 
0.0 
0.9 
2.1 
100.9 
7.9 
Average 
6.6 
1.1 
0 .5 
0.0 
12.5 
0.0 
6.9 
0 .8 
4.9 
1.6 
0 .5 
0 .3 
0.6 
0 .3 
7.6 
0.9 
2.9 
0.4 
2.0 
0.7 
0.2 
0 .0 
2 .5 
2.4 
6 .5 
0 .0 
1.5 
0.1 
1.2 
0.2 
1.0 
0.0 
0.3 
0 .5 
58.2 
9.3 
% 
11.3 
11.8 
0.9 
0.0 
21.5 
0.0 
12.0 
9.0 
8.4 
17.0 
0.9 
2 .8 
0.9 
3.0 
13.0 
9.2 
5.0 
4.9 
3.4 
7 .3 
0 .3 
0.0 
4 .3 
26.4 
11.1 
0.0 
2.6 
0.9 
2.2 
1.9 
1.8 
0 .0 
0.4 
5.8 
— 
Rank 
4 
3 
13 
0 
1 
0 
3 
5 
6 
2 
14 
10 
15 
9 
2 
4 
7 
8 
9 
6 
17 
0 
8 
1 
5 
0 
10 
12 
11 
11 
12 
0 
16 
7 
— 
Note : A = Catch by motorised units, B = Catch by non-motorised units. 
9. Other units 
Several other gear were employed in the 
Tuticorin fishery during the period. They landed 
small quantities offish. When taken together, the 
aggregate catch contributed fairly good percent-
age in the total fish caught. Among motorised 
units, hand lines ('Catamaran' units) contributed 
annually 5.1 tonnes of fish, 'Disco net' landed 
23.5 tonnes of which prawns were important with 
7.5 tonnes and 'Mural valai' which was operated 
during 1990 landed good quantity of belonids. 
Non-motorised units operated 'Karai valai' (Shore 
seine) Thallu madi' (Prawn net), Hand line 
(Cephalopod net) and 'Podi valai' (Hilsa net). 
These units together contributed annually 138.9 
tonnes of fish forming 6.8% in the total annual 
catch by non-motorised units. Leiognathus spp. 
and carangids were important in the shore 
seines. Good quantities of prawns and Sillago 
sihama were landed by Thallu madi 'units. By 
the Hilsa net good quantities of Hilsa toli and 
seiaenids were landed. 
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TABLE 5. Catch composition of important groups offish (tonnes) during the years 1986-1990 in Hand line (ThoondiT) 
Fish groups 
Sharks 
Lethrinids 
Serranus 
Lutjanids 
Diagramma 
Seer fish 
Carangids 
Nemipterus 
Scolopsis 
Balistids 
Belorxe 
Other perchlike 
fishes 
Cephalopods 
Miscellaneous 
Total 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
1986 
0.0 
12.5 
40.6 
25.1 
16.1 
15.5 
2.3 
6.8 
0.0 
4.3 
19.2 
8.6 
12.7 
6.3 
47.1 
86.6 
0.0 
4.1 
8.2 
17.7 
39.5 
30.3 
5.6 
4.8 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
191.3 
222.6 
1987 
0.0 
0 .0 
23.4 
36.1 
18.9 
15.1 
0.0 
2.1 
0.0 
0.0 
1.7 
15.6 
6.0 
1.6 
3.8 
78.3 
0.0 
6.1 
0.0 
3.9 
10.6 
19.7 
0.0 
2.4 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.4 
64.4 
181.3 
1988 
0.0 
0 .0 
3.6 
6.7 
2.4 
3.1 
0.0 
1.1 
0.0 
0.3 
0.0 
5.7 
0.9 
0.6 
1.7 
5.6 
2.1 
1.5 
1.3 
0.3 
0.3 
3.1 
0.6 
0.5 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.4 
12.9 
28.9 
1989 
0.0 
0 .0 
3.8 
8.6 
5.6 
8.8 
0.0 
0.3 
0.0 
0.0 
3.4 
2.8 
0.0 
3.3 
11.9 
16.2 
2.6 
3.4 
0.0 
2.3 
5.1 
2.0 
7.2 
0.2 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
39.6 
47.9 
1990 
0.0 
0 .0 
10.9 
12.5 
7.9 
7.7 
2.5 
1.7 
0.0 
0 .0 
2.2 
4 .5 
0.0 
1.8 
21.0 
9.6 
5.5 
3.6 
13.2 
5.6 
3.9 
11.9 
0.0 
0.0 
4.2 
0.5 
0.4 
0.0 
71.7 
59.4 
Average 
0.0 
2 .5 
16.5 
17.8 
10.2 
10.0 
1.0 
2 .4 
0.0 
0.9 
5.3 
7.4 
3.9 
2.7 
17.1 
39.3 
2.0 
3.7 
4.5 
6.0 
11.9 
13.4 
2.7 
1.6 
0.8 
0.1 
0.1 
0.2 
76.0 
108.0 
% 
0.0 
2.3 
21.7 
16.5 
13.4 
9.3 
1.3 
2.2 
0.0 
0.9 
7.0 
6.9 
5.2 
2 .5 
22.5 
39.3 
2.7 
3.5 
5.9 
5.5 
15.6 
12.4 
3.5 
1.5 
1.1 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
— 
— 
Rank 
0 
9 
2 
2 
4 
4 
10 
10 
0 
12 
5 
5 
7 
8 
1 
1 
9 
7 
6 
6 
3 
3 
8 
11 
11 
13 
12 
14 
— 
— 
Note : A = Catch by motorised units, B = Catch by non-motorised units. 
Species composition 
Many species of quality fish, prawns, 
lobsters and crabs were recorded in the tradi-
tional fisheries at Tuticorin. Fish catch by 
motorised units composed of lesser sardines, 
perches, rays, Thrissocles and sharks in good 
quantities. On the other hand non-motorised 
units fished large quantities of lesser sardines, 
Thrissocles, carangids, rays and silverbellies. 
Much sought after pelagic fishes like seer fish, 
carangids, barracuda and tuna were caught by 
different gears by the traditional fishery. Perches 
as a group contributed greatly to demersal 
component in the catches. 
Lesser sardines, as in previous years, con-
tributed in a major way to the fishery. Average 
lesser sardine landings for the five years came to 
2,699.1 tonnes forming 56.2% in the total fish 
landings. The months from September to 
December landed good quantities of lesser 
sardines by motorised units. The months from 
January to May saw good lesser sardine catch by 
non-motorised units. Sardtnella gibbosa was the 
dominant lesser sardine species followed by S. 
strnx S. albella, S. dayi and S. clupeoldes. Lesser 
sardines were caught during all the months. 
The group of perches forming important 
demersal fishes contributed over 511.4 tonnes in 
the traditional fisheries at Tuticorin. They 
together formed 10.6% in the total fish catch 
during the period. Lethrinus nebulosus was the 
important fish in the group. Other perches 
included Serranus, Lutfanus, Diagramma, hates 
and Pristipomoides. Lethrinus, Lates and Ser-
ranus are in much demand for export. Perches 
in small quantities were available throughout the 
year and were caught over the rocky poors and 
sandy stretches adjoining the poors. 
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TABLE 6. Catch composilion of important groups offish (tonnes) during the years 1986-1990 in Long line ('Ayiramkal thoondil') 
Fish groups 
Sharks 
Rays 
Seer fish 
Cat fish 
Carangids 
Chorinemus 
Lethrinids 
Serranus 
Lutjanids 
Diagramma 
bates calcarifer 
Polynemus 
Sphyraena 
Other perchlike 
fishes 
Miscellaneous 
Total 
Note : A = 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
Catch by 
TABLE 7. Catch composition 
Fish groups 
Sharks 
Tuna 
Seer fish 
Carangids 
Sphyraena 
Rachycentron 
Other fish 
Total 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
1986 
48.0 
9.9 
1.0 
0.0 
15.0 
1.0 
0.0 
0.7 
45.6 
3.3 
7.0 
1.2 
168.4 
25.3 
139.4 
16.6 
80.4 
15.6' 
0.0 
0.6 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
3.8 
0.4 
0.4 
0.0 
509.0 
74.6 
1987 
61.7 
2.6 
1.2 
0.0 
19.8 
0.9 
12.8 
0.0 
51.8 
1.3 
6.5 
1.5 
182.9 
10.8 
172.2 
9.2 
98.3 
6.3 
5.3 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
1.5 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
19.4 
0.0 
0.8 
0.0 
634.2 
32.6 
motorised units, B = 
of important 
1986 
4.1 
1.1 
4.4 
1.1 
7.3 
2.0 
0.8 
0.5 
1.3 
1.0 
5.6 
0.8 
1.0 
0.0 
24.5 
6.5 
1988 
15.5 
1.0 
3.7 
1.5 
6.9 
0.9 
6.4 
1.9 
25.5 
5.3 
4.0 
1.4 
99.5 
19.5 
84.6 
17.1 
37.3 
5.2 
3.9 
2.3 
0.8 
0.0 
0.3 
0.0 
2.8 
0.3 
15.5 
1.6 
0.2 
0.0 
306.9 
58.0 
Catch by non 
1989 
10.9 
0.0 
11.9 
0.0 
6.4 
0.1 
3.6 
1.4 
22.5 
16.6 
5.3 
0.2 
62.2 
7.2 
48.9 
7.6 
23.8 
4.1 
1.0 
0.0 
0.1 
0.0 
0.3 
0.0 
0.0 
0.3 
0.6 
0.1 
1.0 
0.0 
197.5 
37.7 
1990 
62.6 
8.0 
20.5 
0.0 
7 5 
1.7 
21.8 
1.5 
14.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
130.7 
3.4 
88.2 
4.0 
33.1 
1.3 
8.9 
0.0 
13.1 
0.0 
7.8 
0.0 
1.6 
0.0 
10.3 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
420.1 
19.9 
-motorised units. 
groups offish (tonnes) during the years 
1987 
0.0 
0.0 
10.3 
0.0 
24.9 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.3 
0.0 
6.8 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
42.3 
Nil 
1988 
7.3 
0.0 
2.5 
0.0 
6.7 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
2.3 
0.0 
1.1 
0.0 
0.2 
0.0 
20.1 
Nil 
1989 
11.8 
0.0 
9.4 
0.0 
37.0 
0.0 
9.5 
0.0 
3.1 
0.0 
5.4 
0.0 
0.5 
0.0 
76.7 
Nil 
Average 
39.7 
4.3 
7.7 
0.3 
11.1 
0.9 
8.9 
1.1 
31.8 
5.3 
4.6 
0.9 
128.5 
13.3 
106.7 
10.9 
54.6 
6.5 
3.8 
0.6 
2.8 
0.0 
2.0 
0.0 
0.9 
0.1 
9.9 
0.4 
0.5 
0.0 
413.5 
44.6 
1986-1990 in Troll line 
1990 
5.8 
0.0 
13.4 
0.0 
9.6 
0.0 
17.0 
0.0 
7.4 
0.0 
4.6 
0.0 
0.8 
0.0 
58.6 
Nil 
Average 
5.8 
0.2 
8.0 
0.2 
17.1 
0.4 
5.4 
0.1 
2.9 
0.2 
4.7 
0.2 
0.5 
0.0 
44.4 
1.3 
% 
9.6 
9.6 
1.8 
0.7 
2.7 
2.0 
2.2 
2.5 
7.7 
11.9 
1.1 
1.9 
31.1 
29.8 
25.8 
24.5 
13.2 
14.6 
0.9 
1.3 
0.7 
0.0 
0.5 
0.0 
0.2 
0.3 
2.4 
0.9 
0.1 
0.0 
('Odu kayiru') 
% 
13.0 
16.9 
18.0 
16.9 
38.5 
30.8 
12.3 
7.7 
6.5 
15.4 
10.6 
12.3 
1.1 
0.0 
Rank 
4 
5 
9 
11 
6 
7 
8 
6 
5 
4 
10 
8 
1 
1 
2 
2 
3 
3 
11 
9 
12 
0 
13 
0 
14 
12 
7 
10 
15 
0 
Rank 
3 
2 
2 
3 
1 
1 
4 
6 
6 
4 
5 
5 
7 
0 
Note : A = Catch by motorised units, B = Catch by non-motorised units. 
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TABLE 8. Catch composition of important groups offish (tonnes) during the years 1986-1990 in 'Sinki valai' (Bottom set net) 
Fish groups 
Sharks 
Rays 
Seer fish 
Carangids 
Cat fish 
Lethrinids 
Serranus 
Lutjanids 
Diagramma 
Callyodon 
Soles 
Other fish 
Lobster 
Crabs 
Miscellaneous 
Total 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
1986 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
14.5 
0.0 
0.5 
0.0 
6.5 
0.0 
16.3 
0.0 
9.6 
0.0 
11.5 
0.0 
2.7 
0.0 
12.4 
0.0 
4.5 
0.0 
10.8 
0.0 
1.9 
0.0 
3.6 
0.0 
0.6 
0.0 
0.7 
Nil 
96.1 
1987 
0.0 
0.0 
5.7 
5.9 
0.0 
0.0 
7.2 
24.7 
8.4 
9.2 
13.3 
5.7 
2.4 
0.7 
6.1 
1.7 
16.6 
12.9 
2.2 
4.8 
3.5 
3.5 
1.6 
0.9 
0.0 
1.5 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
1.0 
68.3 
72.5 
1988 
0.0 
0.0 
15.7 
0.0 
0.4 
0.0 
9.5 
0.0 
11.3 
0.0 
11.5 
0.0 
4.0 
0.0 
1.7 
0.0 
15.7 
0.0 
5.5 
0.0 
6.1 
0.0 
3.9 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
87.0 
Nil 
1989 
5.7 
0.0 
7.4 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
5.4 
0.0 
8.1 
0.0 
12.7 
0.0 
3.2 
0.0 
3.0 
0.0 
19.7 
0.0 
6.0 
0.0 
4.7 
0.0 
7.1 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.2 
0.0 
83.9 
Nil 
1990 
0.0 
0.0 
2.2 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
2.8 
1.2 
5.5 
0.6 
2.4 
0.0 
0.0 
0.4 
1.5 
0.9 
19.3 
1.9 
4.1 
0.9 
2.3 
0.4 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.4 
0.0 
32.4 
6.3 
Average 
1.1 
0.0 
6.2 
4.1 
0.4 
0.1 
5.0 
6.5 
6.7 
5.2 
8.0 
3.1 
1.9 
2.5 
2.5 
1.1 
61.2 
5.4 
3.6 
2.0 
3.3 
2.9 
2.5 
0.6 
0.0 
1.0 
0.0 
0.1 
0.1 
0.3 
54.3 
35.0 
% 
2.1 
0.0 
11.4 
11.7 
1.1 
0.3 
9.2 
18.5 
12.3 
14.9 
14.7 
8.8 
3.5 
7.2 
4.5 
3.0 
12.2 
15.6 
6.6 
5.8 
6.1 
8.4 
4.6 
1.6 
0.0 
2.9 
0.0 
0.3 
0.2 
1.0 
Rank 
11 
0 
4 
4 
12 
12 
5 
1 
2 
3 
1 
5 
10 
7 
9 
9 
3 
2 
6 
8 
7 
6 
8 
11 
0 
10 
0 
13 
13 
12 
Note : A = Catch by motorised units, B = Catch by non-motorised units. 
TABLE 9. Catch composition of important groups offish (tonnes) during the years 1986-1990 in Thirukkai valai' (Bottom set net) 
Fish groups 
Sharks 
Rays 
Skates 
Pristis 
Miscellaneous 
Total 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
1986 
0.0 
78.3 
0.0 
168.5 
0.0 
30.2 
0.0 
8.8 
0 .0 
2.4 
Nil 
288.2 
1987 
44.1 
55.5 
108.5 
93.8 
11.0 
35.7 
0.0 
0.0 
0 .0 
0.0 
163.6 
185.0 
1988 
43.7 
0.0 
149.1 
0.0 
22.5 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0 .0 
0.0 
215.3 
Nil 
1989 
36.4 
2.7 
177.5 
2.9 
32.6 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
246.5 
5.6 
1990 
68.3 
0.0 
107.8 
0.0 
21.3 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
197.4 
Nil 
Average 
38.5 
27.3 
108.6 
53.0 
17.5 
13.2 
0.0 
10.8 
0.0 
0 .5 
164.6 
95.8 
% 
23.4 
28.5 
66.0 
55.4 
10.6 
13.8 
0.0 
1.8 
0 .0 
0 .5 
Rank 
2 
2 
1 
1 
3 
3 
0 
4 
0 
5 
Note : A = Catch by motorised units, B = Catch by non-motorised units. 
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TABLE 10. Catch composition ofimportant groups offish (tonnes) during the years 1986-1990 in 'Kara valal' {Shore seine), non-motorised 
Fish groups 
Lesser sardines 
Pellona 
Kowola kowal 
HiLsa toll 
Thrissocles 
Chirocentrus 
Sphyraena 
Carangids 
Lelognathids 
Sclaenids 
Mackerel 
Lethrinids 
Mullet 
Sillago sihama 
Upeneoldes 
Belonids 
Other fishes 
Prawns 
Crabs 
Miscellaneous 
Total 
1986 
0.0 
0.0 
2.4 
2.3 
0.0 
0.2 
2.2 
24.2 
4.6 
0 .7 
1.8 
1.6 
5.3 
0.0 
0.0 
2.1 
0.0 
0.1 
0 .3 
1.6 
49.4 
1987 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
1.2 
0.0 
0.0 
1.4 
2.2 
5.5 
1.8 
0.0 
0.0 
4 .0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0 .0 
0.4 
16.5 
1988 
4.2 
0.0 
0.0 
2.9 
1.6 
0.8 
1.0 
6.8 
5.4 
0.0 
0.0 
0.8 
3.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.3 
0.0 
0.2 
0.8 
1.6 
29.4 
1989 
0.0 
0.0 
13.1 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
12.0 
62.9 
1.3 
0.0 
0.0 
3.1 
4.4 
2.1 
0.0 
2.2 
0.6 
0.2 
2.6 
104.5 
1990 
0.0 
2.7 
10.7 
11.5 
12.9 
0.0 
0.0 
16.5 
57.4 
1.2 
7.2 
0.0 
0.0 
0 .5 
0.0 
0.0 
2.9 
1.5 
0.9 
0 .8 
126.7 
Average 
0.8 
0.5 
5.2 
3.6 
2.9 
0.2 
0.9 
12.3 
27.2 
1.0 
1.8 
0.5 
3.1 
1.0 
0.4 
0.5 
1.0 
0.5 
0.4 
1.4 
65.3 
% 
1.3 
0 .8 
8.0 
5.5 
4.4 
0 .3 
1.4 
18.9 
41.6 
1.5 
2 .8 
0 .7 
4 .8 
1.5 
0.6 
0.7 
1.6 
0.7 
0.7 
2.2 
-
Rank 
13 
14 
3 
4 
6 
2 0 
12 
2 
1 
10 
7 
15 
5 
11 
19 
16 
9 
17 
18 
8 
-
Elasmobranchs comprised of sharks, rays 
and skates formed 7.2% of the average catch. 
Annually 345.1 tonnes of elasmobranchs were 
caught. Most of the fish comprised of large rays 
and sharks which were cured and sent to interior 
markets. Small sharks were marketed locally. 
They were caught in deeper waters. 
Seemingly valuable and coveted forms are 
the medium and large sized seer fish species. 
These are the monopoly of the traditional fishery 
at Tuticorin. Every year about 79.7 tonnes of seer 
fish were caught by small scale fishermen forming 
1.6% in the total fish landings. This compares 
adversely with the seer fish landings during the 
previous years when seer fish formed 4.2% of the 
average fish catch. Seer fish species Scombero-
morus commerson and S. guttatus were the major 
components in the fishery. 
Carangids were caught by most of the gear 
at Tuticorin except Thirukkai valai' and some 
hand lines. Average annual catch of caranx 
species came to 159.6 tonnes forming 3.3% in the 
TABLE 11. Catch composition of important groups offish (tonnes) during the years 1986-1990 in Thallu madi' [Prawn nel), non-
motorised unit 
Fish groups 
Lelognathids 
Sclaenids 
Stilago sihama 
Carangids 
Kowala kowal 
Pellona 
Therapon 
Prawns 
Crabs 
Miscellaneous 
Total 
1986 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0 .0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
Nil 
1987 
8.9 
5.8 
0 .0 
5.6 
0.0 
0.0 
1.3 
3.1 
0.0 
4 .7 
29.4 
1988 
13.1 
1.5 
0.0 
6.9 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
11.6 
0.8 
8.1 
42.0 
1989 
1.8 
1.5 
29.5 
9.8 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
28.1 
0.0 
27.2 
97.9 
1990 
2.9 
6.8 
7.7 
1.7 
0.7 
3.6 
0.0 
18.8 
1.9 
1.4 
47.5 
Average 
5.3 
3.1 
7.9 
4 .8 
0.1 
0.7 
0.2 
12.3 
0.6 
8.3 
43.4 
% 
12.3 
7.2 
18.1 
11.1 
0.3 
1.7 
0 .6 
28.4 
1.2 
19.1 
— 
Rank 
4 
6 
3 
5 
10 
7 
9 
1 
8 
2 
— 
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TABLE 12. Catch composition of important groups offish (tonnes) during 1986-1990 in Podi valai [Hilsa net) 'Catamaran' unit 
Fish groups 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 Average % Rank 
Pellona 
Hilsa toll 
Chirocentrus 
Sphyraena 
Carangids 
Mackerel 
Sciaenids 
Otolithus 
Sillago sihama 
Lethrinids 
Other perch like fishes 
Crabs 
Miscellaneous 
0.4 
35.0 
0.7 
0.0 
3.9 
13.4 
16.7 
9.5 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
3.1 
0.0 
4 .3 
15.4 
0.7 
0.6 
2.0 
5.8 
10.1 
1.7 
0.6 
1.7 
3.2 
2.5 
1.3 
2.1 
8.6 
0 .0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0 .0 
0.3 
1.4 
11.8 
0.3 
0.1 
1.2 
3.8 
5.4 
2.2 
0.1 
0.3 
0.6 
1.1 
0.3 
4 .7 
41.1 
1.0 
0 .4 
4.1 
13.4 
18.7 
7.5 
0.4 
1.2 
2.2 
3.9 
1.1 
5 
1 
11 
13 
6 
3 
2 
4 
12 
9 
8 
7 
10 
Total Nil Nil 82.7 49.9 11.0 28.7 
total fish landings by traditional gear. Large sized 
carangids were caught by drift nets and hooks & 
line. 
Silverbellies {Leiognathidae) formed an 
important component in the sardine gill net 
catches. Other units like 'Disco net', shore seines 
and Thallu madi' also landed good quantities. 
Total quantity of silverbellies per year came to 
79.8 tonnes forming 1.6% in the total catch. They 
were caught along with other smaller fish like 
lesser sardines and anchovies. 
Anchovies were among the important clu-
peid fishes caught by traditional fishery. They 
were caught mostly by sardine gill net, podi valai 
and shore seine. The anchovies contribute 
annually about 354.0 tonnes to the fishery 
forming 7.3% in the total catch. Stolephorus spp., 
Thrissocles spp. and Ilisha spp. formed the major 
portion of the catch. Human consumption of 
anchovies is restricted but they are in great 
demand in the fish meal industry. 
Fishery for Nemipterus was considered to be 
the monopoly of hand line units. Some quantity 
was also caught by 'Podi valai' units. During the 
period 57.1 tonnes of Nemipterus was landed per 
year. On the other hand 110.8 tonnes were 
landed on an average during the earlier years. 
Nemipterus formed 1.2% in the annual fish 
landings. 
Barracuda fishery was an important one by 
the traditional units. Smaller sized Sphyraena 
were available in sardine gill nets, shore seine 
and 'Podi valai' units. Larger forms of barracuda 
were caught by Paru valai, long line and troll line. 
On an average 56.6 tonnes of barracuda were 
landed at Tuticorin every year. 
TABLE 13. Catch composition of important groups offish (tonnes) during 1986-1990 in 'Disco net' [Prawn ne§, motorised unit 
Fish groups 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 Average % Rank 
Carangids 
Leiognathids 
Sciaenids 
Therapon 
Sillago sihama 
Kowala kowal 
Saurida tumbR 
Other fish 
Prawns 
Miscellaneous 
5.3 
2.0 
19.0 
0.0 
3.5 
0.0 
0 .0 
0.0 
11.9 
0.0 
0.2 
1.6 
3.1 
0.0 
4.7 
0.0 
0.0 
1.9 
11.9 
2.0 
0.0 
0.0 
1.5 
3.4 
1.9 
0.0 
0.0 
1.9 
6.2 
0.7 
0.0 
1.2 
5.1 
0.0 
13.6 
3.5 
3 .8 
0.0 
7.4 
0.0 
1.1 
1.0 
5.7 
0.7 
4 .7 
0.7 
0 .8 
0.8 
7.5 
0.5 
4.7 
4.1 
24.5 
2.9 
20.2 
3.0 
3.2 
3.2 
31.9 
2.3 
4 
5 
2 
9 
3 
8 
6 
7 
1 
10 
Total Nil 41.7 25.4 15.6 34.6 23.5 
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TABLE 14. Catch composition of important groups offish (tonnes) during 1986-1990 in 'Mural valai', motorised unit 
Fish groups 
Belonids 
Scolopsis 
Total 
1986 
— 
—-
1987 
— 
— 
1988 
— 
— 
1989 
— 
— 
1990 
6.1 
2.6 
8.7 
Average 
1.2 
0.5 
1.7 
% 
70.1 
29.5 
— 
Rank 
1 
2 
— 
Cat fishes caught by traditional gears 
formed an average of 24.6 tonnes per year. They 
were caught both by motorised as well as non-
motorised units. Larger cat fish were caught by 
'Paru valai' and long line units. Smaller cat fish 
species were caught by 'Podi valai' and 'Sink! valai 
units. Cat fish formed only a small portion in 
the Tuticorin traditional fishery. 
Tuna and bill fishes were a regular feature 
in the traditional fishery during their season of 
abundance in the months from July to Septem-
ber. On an average 84.6 tonnes of tuna and 13.7 
tonnes of bill fishes were landed every year. 
Together they formed 2.0% in the total fish catch. 
Tuna and bill fishes were caught by 'Paru valai', 
'Podi valai' and troll line units. 
Chirocentrus and Hilsa toli form two impor-
tant species of clupeids in the traditional fishery. 
They are in demand for the interior markets. 
These two groups contributed 26.6 tonnes and 
23.2 tonnes respectively in the fishery. They were 
caught by 'Podi valai', sardine gill net and shore 
seine units. Recently some 'Podi valai' units in 
catamarams were engaged exclusively for Hilsa 
toli fishery and landed good quantities of the fish. 
The fishing unit combination of 'Catamaran' and 
'Podi valai' were responsible for major portion of 
the Hilsa toli catch. 
Prawns, lobsters and cephalopods are the 
potential money makers and are important in the 
export trade. Competitive fishery is going on for 
all the three groups because of their value as 
foreign exchange earners. On an average, every 
year 20.3 tonnes of prawns, 2.1 tonnes of lobsters 
and 5.9 tonnes of cephalopods were caught by 
traditional fishermen using specialised gear. 
'Sinkivalai', 'Disco net', Thallu madi' and shore 
seine untis landed prawns and lobsters. Cepha-
lopods were mostly caught by hand lines both in 
the motorised and non-motorised sectors. 
Variety of other fishes were caught by all 
the units. Fish species like belonids, SiLlago 
sihama, Rachycentron sp., Therapon spp. and 
soles were important. Edible crabs were also 
caught by traditional fishermen. During certain 
months, these species were caught in good 
quantity. Put together, all these groups contrib-
ute valuable income for the small-scale tradi-
tional fishery along the Tuticorin coast. 
Remarks 
The present study has given a wealth of in-
formation on the small-scale traditional fishery at 
Tuticorin. More than twenty five species of fish 
in twelve broad groups support the fishery with 
good landings and many other species occur 
during particular seasons boosting the total fish 
TABLE 15. Catch composition of important groups offish (tonnes) during 1986-1990 in Hand line (Thoondil'), 'Catamaran' Cephalopod 
unit 
Fish groups 
Balistids 
Saurida tumbU 
Other fish 
Cephalopods 
Total 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
1986 
— 
— 
— 
— 
Nil 
Nil 
1987 
— 
— 
— 
— 
Nil 
Nil 
1988 
I 
— 
Nil 
Nil 
1989 
— 
Nil 
Nil 
1990 
0.5 
0.2 
2.7 
2.2 
2.3 
4.9 
19.8 
0.1 
25.3 
7.4 
Average 
0.1 
0.1 
0.5 
0.4 
0.5 
1.0 
4.0 
0.1 
5.1 
1.5 
% 
2.0 
2.7 
10.7 
29.7 
9.0 
62.2 
78.3 
1.4 
Rank 
4 
3 
2 
2 
3 
1 
1 
4 
Note : A = Catch by motorised units, B = Catch by non-motorised units. 
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TABLE 16. Average month-wise landings of important marine fishes at TuOcorin (in kg) from 1986 to 1990 
Name of fish 
Sharks 
Rays 
Skates 
Pristis 
Lesser sardine 
Oil sardine 
PeUona 
Kowala kowal 
Stolephorus 
HiLsa toli 
Thrissocles 
Chirocentrus 
Saurida tumbi 
Cat fish 
Sphyraena 
Carangids 
Chorinemus 
Lutjarws 
Nemipterus 
Leiognathids 
Scolopsis 
Sciaenids 
Mackerel 
Mullet 
Otoiithus 
Tuna 
Lethrinids 
Serranus 
Diagramma 
hates calcarifer 
Seer Fish 
Istiophorus 
Rachycentron 
Polynemus 
Belonids 
Therapon 
Callyodon 
Sillago sihama 
soles 
Balistids 
Upeneoides 
Lobsters 
Prawns 
Crabs 
January 
6167.7 
10432.2 
2569.2 
0.0 
189451.8 
2500.0 
556.8 
0.0 
16848.0 
1224.6 
8242.8 
1639.0 
767 .0 
2206.2 
2314.2 
10010.2 
430.2 
4896 .8 
5317.4 
9043 .2 
375.0 
1122.4 
1025.0 
503.6 
246.2 
798 .2 
22952.0 
13306.2 
'747.0 
52.0 
6915.2 
0.0 
65 .0 
356 .4 
4713 .2 
681 .2 
57.2 
965 .6 
227 .2 
606 .0 
00 
128.4 
1375.8 
170.0 
Other perch like 5791.0 
f i s h c 
Cephalopods Miscellaneous 
873.6 
1302.4 
Feb. 
10522.8 
7307 .8 
850 .8 
0.0 
221592 .0 
0.0 
1559.6 
1792.0 
0 .0 
193.4 
27285 .4 
575 .6 
5 3 6 . 0 
1147.8 
1899.8 
10624.8 
250 .0 
5705 .0 
6 4 9 1 . 6 
4533 .2 
204 .8 
4 0 8 . 0 
206 .4 
141.6 
87 .4 
8 8 8 . 0 
15692.4 
10571.8 
1234.8 
90 .4 
3321 .2 
0 .0 
6 2 4 . 8 
880 .0 
2641 .6 
1174.4 
4 0 . 8 
9 2 1 . 8 
6 9 . 6 
4 2 4 . 6 
0 0 
6 8 . 4 
1411.2 
16.8 
5113 .2 
3182 .4 
1932.2 
March 
11159.2 
15313.4 
3009 .6 
0.0 
208853 .6 
0.0 
800 .0 
845 .2 
0.0 
1578.8 
4 5 4 1 7 . 6 
1456.8 
330 .0 . 
1025.2 
2764.2 
6805 .4 
195.2 
7147.2 
4732 .4 
5041 .4 
170.0 
591 .6 
324.0 
306 .0 
0.0 
2069 .2 
14778.8 
10927.6 
1568.8 
732 .0 
3767 .4 
1341.8 
4 5 2 . 4 
205 .2 
9 0 0 . 0 
1799.4 
243 .6 
2384.2 
340 .6 
806 .0 
416 .0 
304 .4 
990 .8 
185.4 
7935 .8 
1441.0 
3920 .0 
April 
15595.0 
16722.2 
1566.4 
0.0 
209457 .4 
0.0 
614 .5 
0.0 
0.0 
3209 .8 
33580 .6 
1113.0 
0.0 
1305.2 
9987 .8 
13727.8 
2301 .0 
12132.0 
1014.0 
1379.6 
0.0 
1034.6 
584 .4 
156.0 
0.0 
2972 .0 
27260 .8 
17218.4 
2554.4 
171.6 
8919 .0 
1350.0 
6 4 6 . 0 
975 .0 
1222.0 
5623.6 
499 .2 
2187 .8 
387 .4 
364 .0 
0.0 
117.0 
251 .2 
454 .4 
7959 .4 
0.0 
4003 .8 
May 
18951.2 
23631 .6 
8946 .4 
0.0 
216292 .6 
0.0 
2187 .4 
1222.6 
733 .2 
2419.2 
13852.0 
1848.6 
0.0 
5558 .0 
5959 .0 
20041 .8 
521 .6 
8886 .4 
2732.2 
5813 .6 
299 .4 
9 3 0 . 6 
501.8 
0.0 
0.0 
7603 .4 
16525.2 
15453.4 
4254 .6 
2748 .0 
3263 .6 
602 .2 
529 .2 
0.0 
2358 .0 
1444.2 
390 .6 
1456.2 
639 .4 
745 .2 
0.0 
311 .4 
1881.0 
0.0 
6211 .4 
0.0 
4165 .8 
June 
9927 .4 
19317.2 
4348 .6 
750 .0 
165573.6 
0.0 
2031 .4 
2170.2 
1190.2 
587.2 
14711.0 
1724.8 
0.0 
769.8 
4937 .4 
14199.6 
2309 .4 
4559 .0 
1448.0 
7035 .4 
86.6 
728 .0 
400 .4 
208 .0 
0.0 
13385.6 
22975.8 
9834 .2 
2804.4 
189.0 
2983 .4 
891 .8 
896 .0 
0.0 
527 .6 
436 .8 
243 .6 
634 .4 
332 .6 
462 .2 
0.0 
254.2 
1472.4 
234.0 
6790 .8 
0.0 
4975 .6 
July 
17821.2 
17300.0 
4333.8 
756.0 
220230 .0 
0.0 
3190 .8 
4211 .0 
4200 .4 
491 .8 
37068 .0 
1501.0 
0.0 
3119.2 
5227.2 
11165.8 
834.6 
8176 .4 
8530.0 
1699.8 
521.6 
3178 .2 
78.0 
0 .0 
0.0 
4457 .6 
23438.6 
13833.8 
3625.2 
75 .4 
10440.2 
1332.4 
440 .4 
278 .2 
1763.2 
1138.0 
137.6 
941 .2 
194.4 
657 .2 
0.0 
155.0 
1633.0 
0.0 
10713.2 
0.0 
2087 .8 
August 
8847 .0 
30691 .0 
1199.4 
0.0 
197944.6 
68 .0 
4148 .8 
2957 .6 
1544.8 
152.6 
24557 .4 
2961 .0 
0.0 
3050.2 
6350 .6 
19481.0 
1072.4 
8619 .8 
10112.4 
6648 .6 
888.8 
1614.6 
1196.8 
6 8 6 . 4 
0.0 
27823 .2 
24215 .6 
21838 .8 
3323.2 
0.0 
9860 .6 
4799 .6 
857 .4 
0.0 
1840.4 
1780.8 
150.0 
5831 .8 
172.4 
491 .8 
0.0 
97 .4 
3214 .8 
0.0 
8199 .6 
0.0 
4423 .4 
September 
12339.4 
17043.6 
3318.2 
260.0 
230309.4 
770.0 
0.0 
1443.6 
3013.6 
641.2 
25399.0 
5498.6 
0.0 
2624.0 
8251.6 
17844.2 
877.0 
6832 .8 
5254.4 
6431 .8 
5 1 6 . 0 
1670.2 
1742.4 
247.0 
0.0 
13527.2 
15745.8 
12832.8 
3089.4 
160.0 
5976.8 
2435.0 
509 .6 
52.0 
1466.4 
3955.6 
78.0 
884.0 
182.0 
891.8 
0.0 
398 .0 
1363.6 
108.0 
8419.4 
0.0 
1958.8 
Oct. 
10596.6 
12488.8 
694 .0 
0.0 
277372 .0 
540 .0 
4 8 3 3 . 0 
2184 .0 
1152.0 
1209.6 
20943 .8 
2941 .0 
0 .0 
1572.8 
3652 .4 
16895.8 
0.0 
3290.2 
2472 .8 
16964.8 
4 6 0 . 0 
542 .4 
757 .2 
0 .0 
22.0 
8191 .0 
13198.6 
10246.0 
1899.4 
108.0 
6723 .2 
871.0 
264 .6 
255 .0 
1722.2 
1551.2 
151.2 
884 .0 
9 4 . 8 
310 .6 
0.0 
108.4 
536 .8 
0.0 
9265 .0 
154.0 
5644 .0 
Nov. 
7479 .0 
6802 .8 
373.0 
0.0 
242198 .0 
488 .8 
2727 .6 
1477.2 
1480.2 
2441 .6 
8876 .6 
4093 .0 
18.2 
1437.6 
4010 .8 
11246.2 
1298.4 
3643 .8 
4217 .6 
7440 .8 
208 .0 
1084.2 
2924 .8 
175.0 
58.4 
2080 .2 
11331.4 
11536.2 
1536.8 
175.6 
10065.8 
0.0 
6 2 4 . 0 
17.0 
2067 .8 
1559.8 
0 .0 
3142 .0 
202 .4 
187.2 
0.0 
122.6 
3504 .4 
405 .6 
9691 .6 
49 .4 
6662 .4 
December 
2852.8 
2806.6 
0.0 
0.0 
Total 
132259.3 
179857.2 
31209 .4 
1766.0 
319914.2 2699189 .2 
0.0 
3051 .4 
442.0 
228 .0 
8990.4 
18995.4 
1180.0 
86 .4 
739.8 
1248.6 
7625.4 
238.2 
2266.8 
4738 .8 
7726 .2 
0.0 
3911 .0 
3399.4 
650 .0 
1977.0 
735 .6 
6873 .0 
4888 .6 
697 .0 
72.0 
7526.4 
0.0 
643 .0 
0.0 
5727 .4 
1179.6 
52 .0 
2140.8 
96 .2 
54.0 
0.0 
71.4 
2616.2 
669 .8 
7134.2 
189.6 
6759 .4 
4366 .8 
25701 .3 
18745.4 
30390 .4 
23140 .2 
278929 .6 
26532 .4 
1737.6 
24555 .8 
56603 .6 
159668.0 
10328.0 
76156 .2 
57061 .6 
79758 .4 
3730 .2 
17175.8 
13140.6 
3073 .6 
2391 .0 
84531 .2 
214988 .0 
152487.2 
27335 .0 
4574 .0 
79762 .8 
13623.8 
6552 .4 
3018 .8 
26949 .8 
22324 .6 
2043 .8 
22373 .8 
2939 .0 
6000 .2 
416 .0 
2116 .6 
20251 .2 
2244 .0 
93144 .6 
5890 .0 
4 7 8 3 4 . 6 
TOTAL 339973.1 354215 .2 375737 .2 410618 .3 4 1 1 9 1 2 . 0 329337 .6 430977 .2 453633 .6 426342.2 443764 .2 381163 .8 441194 .6 4798869 .0 
catch. A comparison of the average annual fish 
catch with that of the previous years from 1979 
to '85 brings to light the decrease in average 
annual landings to the tune of 1,552 tonnes 
during the present period. Far from being 
improved, the decrease in catch happened despite 
the introduction and active participation of 
motorised units. Annual total fish catch from all 
units was much higher than the average annual 
catch during 1986, '87 and '89. But considerably 
lower catch was recorded during 1988 and '90. 
Decrease in total fish landings by non-motorised 
units was reported from 1986 to 1990. Because 
more and more boats were fitted with machine 
propellants every year bringing down the strength 
of non-motorised units from 439 in 1986 to '91 
in 1990 a corresponding increase in total fish 
catch by motorised units was not achieved. Every 
year, some additions have been made in the 
number of crafts employed in the traditional 
fishery. Total number increased from 542 in 
1986 to 613 in 1990. 
With advantages in reaching fishing ground 
earlier, remaining in fishing grounds for longer 
time and returning with catch in time for the early 
market, many boats have switched over to 
motorisation. The enterprising small-scale fish-
ermen were concerned with ends and whatever 
means they could employ they made full use of 
them. Those who could foot the bill for fitting 
machine propellants used their own resources. 
Others borrowed from bank. From 90 motorised 
boats in 1986 the number increased to 476 in 
1990. Every year some boats are being fitted with 
machine propellants. Even catamarans are also 
going in for motorisation. 
Catch per unit trends for comparable units 
show higher rates of catch per unit for motorised 
units than for the non-motorised units. Espe-
cially high are the catch per unit rates for 
'Paruvalai', 'Podivalai', long line, troll line and 
Thirukkai valai' units operated by motorised 
boats than those nets operated by non-motorised 
boats. Concern is evident whether the inshore 
fishery by the traditional fishing units could be 
able to sustain large scale motorised units. 
Slump in growth may be one of the ill effects of 
motorisation. But there is no knowning how long 
the downward trend is going to last. Temporary 
low catch for one or two years were common in 
the past. The fishery recovered to new levels 
afterwards. Whether such buoyancy could be 
expected this time also is the anxious expecta-
tion. Much more scientific body of evidence is 
requirred to come to any conclusion. 
ON THE EMERGING FISHERY OF MACKEREL SCAD, 
DECAPTERUS MACARELLUS FROM VIZHINJAM* 
The carangids which constitute a major 
fishery at Thiruvananthapuram coast is repre-
sented by a variety of species. The scad (genus 
Decapterus) is the most abundant group of 
carangids in the area and is constituted chiefly 
by two species viz. Decapterus russelli and D. 
macrosoma. Eventhough the occurrence of 
mackerel scad, Decapterus macarellus was re-
ported from Vizhinjam area by Sreenivasan 
(Indian J. Fish., 23 , (1 & 2) : 41-56. 1976), it was 
landed only in stray numbers prior to the intro-
duction of motorised traditional crafts. These 
crafts have helped in the expansion of fishing 
grounds from nearshore areas to slightly distant 
grounds. Consequently exploitation of certain 
resources like tunas, perches and carangids has 
been improved. The emerging fishery of De-
capterus macarellus (Fig.l) is one among them . 
D. macrosoma 
Caudal fin hyaline to dusky 
Maximum fork length rarely 
exceeds 25 cm 
Scales on top of head do 
extend not extend forward 
to beyond posterior margin 
of pupil 
Posterior end of upper jaw 
concave above, rounded 
and produced below 
D. macareUxis 
Caudal fin yellow-green 
Fishes upto 33 cm fork 
length are common 
Scales on top of head 
forward to anterior mar-
gin of pupil 
Posterior end of upper 
jaw straight above, mod 
erately rounded and 
slanted anteroventrally 
Fig. 1. The mackerel scad, Decapterus macarelkis 
•Prepared by: G. Gopakumar and K. T. Thomas, Vizhinjam Research Centre of CMFRI, Vizhinjam - 695 521. 
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Fig. 2a. Monthwise catch (tonnes) and catch rate (kg) of 
Decapterus macarellus in drift net operated from mo-
torised crafts. 
Fig. 2b. Size composition of Decapterus macarellus in the drift 
net fishery. 
A total of 26.5 tonnes of D. macarellus was 
landed during 1990-'91. The season of the fish-
ery was November-March, with a peak during 
February (Fig. 2a). The fish was caught mainly 
by drift nets and the bulk (88%) was landed by 
the gear operated from motorised crafts. The area 
of fishing was between 40 and 60 m depth. The 
fish ranged in total length from 28 to 35 m (Fig. 
2b). The fishes examined were in maturity stages 
IV and V. 
The emerging fishery of D. macarellus in 
recent years due to the exploitation of deeper 
fishing grounds by the motorised carfts is an 
indication of the availability of this species in the 
non-traditional fishing grounds. However, the 
resource potential, distribution, biological and 
population characteristics of this commercially 
important species need to be studied. 
Often D. macarellus is confused with D. 
macrosoma. The following diagnostic characters 
could be employed for distinguishing the species 
in the field. 
ON THE COLLECTION OF SPINY LOBSTERS BY SKIN-DIVERS 
IN THE GULF OF MANNAR OFF TUTICORIN* 
Skin-diving is practised every year in the 
Gulf of Mannar off Tutlcorin for a period of four 
or five months from November/December to 
March/April mainly for collecting the sacred 
chank, Xancus pyrum. During that time spiny 
lobsters are also collected by the skin-divers 
incidentally and are brought to the fish landing 
centre at Tuticorin for auctioning. The landing 
of the spiny lobsters thus collected by the skin-
divers was monitored twice a week during 
January and February, 1991. The estimated 
catch, species composition, size-frequency distri-
butions and sex ratio, of the lobsters collected 
by the skin-divers were studied and the 
particulars are presented here. 
As the collection of the chank is made by 
visually searching the floor of the sea, good visi-
bility of the sea water is one of the most 
important factors that determine the season for 
the chank fishing. Normally the visibility of the 
sea water is good along Tuticorin coast from No-
vember/December to March/April. So during 
*Prepard by M. Rajamani and M. Manlckaraja, Tutlcorin Rese< 
these months intensive chank fishing is carried 
out along Tuticorin coast with about 1,200 skin-
divers actively engaging in the fishery. The 
fishing for the chank is carried out at a depth 
range of 10 to 20 metres. The method of 
collection of chank by skin-divers has been 
reported earlier by Nagappan Nayar and Mahade-
van [Proc. Symp. on Living Resources of the seas 
around India, 1973). 
Two species of the spiny lobsters namely, 
Panulirus omatus (Fabricius) and P. homarus 
(Linnaeus) were collected by the skin-divers, the 
former being the dominant one and the latter 
occurring only sporadically. During the two 
months period of observation an estimated num-
ber of 2,424 lobsters of the species P. omatus 
weighing 1,599 kg were collected by the skin-
divers from the sea off Tuticorin. Out of this 
87% of the catches were landed in January itself. 
The total number of divers involved in chank 
fishing was 28,440 during January whereas in 
the subsequent month it was only 9,750. 
Centre of CMFRI, Tutlcorin - 628 001. 
The size of P. ornatus collected by the skin-
divers during the two months period ranged be-
tween 154 and 450 mm (total length) in male. 
In females the size ranged from 169 to 423 mm 
only. However, majority of the lobsters were 
within the size range of 211 to 280 mm in both 
the sexes (Fig. 1). The occurrence of P. homarus 
was rare in the collection. Further, the size also 
was small ranging from 139 to 236 mm in male 
and from 120 to 245 mm in female. In P. 
omatus, males were dominant constituting 
74.2% of the total number of lobsters collected 
whereas in P. homarus females were dominant 
forming 67% of the total numbers collected. One 
specimen of P. homarus weighing 480 g and 
measuring a total length of 237 mm was 
observed with berry under its abdomen. 
Fig. 1. Size-frequency distribution of P. ornatus collected by 
the skin-divers from the sea off Tuticorin during 
January and February, 1991. 
When compared to the quantity of lobsters 
landed at Tuticorin by other gears viz. bottom-
set gill nets and trawl nets, the quantity of 
lobsters collected by the skin-divers is insignifi-
cant. Nevertheless the importance of this small 
quantity collected by the skin-divers by visually 
observing their original habitats cannot be 
ignored as it throws light on their habitat and 
certain aspects of their behaviour. Normally the 
spiny lobsters live in rocky areas and prefer to 
hide themselves inside the holes and crevices of 
the submerged rocks (Balasubramanyan et ah, 
1960. Indian J. Fish., 7 (2). But the ground 
where chank fishing is carried out is mostly 
sandy. According to the information gathered 
from the divers, the bottom is rocky in certain 
parts of the chank fishing ground. So if they 
happen to dive in such rocky areas they look out 
for the lobsters also .and when they notice the 
presence of the lobsters inside the crevices or 
holes they catch them and bring them up to the 
boat. It has been reported that lobster catch is 
much better when fishing is carried out during 
night hours. Inside the Colombo harbour a total 
of 202 P. dasypus were collected by the skin-
divers working with fish light for about two hours 
during night (Jonklass, 1965, Proc. Symp. on 
Crustacea, Part TV). When compared to this, the 
number of lobsters collected by the skin-divers 
from the sea off Tuticorin is negligible. But the 
collection of lobsters by the skin-divers from the 
sea off Tuticorin is only incidental as the fishing 
is carried out during day time primarily for 
collecting the sacred chank, Xancus pyrum. 
DISPOSAL OF CATCH FROM 'DOL 
The 'dol' not fishery is a multi-species 
fishery comprising fishes, penaeid prawns and 
non-penaeid prawns and gives support to almost 
.85% of the fisherman families at Versova, 
Bombay. An account of disposal of catch from 
'dol' net boats at Versova is given here. The mesh 
size of the net from mouth to cod end varies from 
280 to 12 mm. 
The disposal of catch depends upon the 
species and quality of the fishes or prawns. While 
about 85-90% of the 'dol' not catch, which is 
constuted by low priced fishes, is sun dried, the 
•Prepared by: S. G. Raje, Bombay Research Centre of CMFRI, 
' NET AT VERSOVA, BOMBAY* 
rest forming quality fishes and prawn is sold 
fresh. Dried fishes are disposed mainly at three 
points. The largest portion i.e. 70% is sold to 
petty merchants locally, while 25% is taken to the 
Marol wholesale market and the remaining 5% at 
rotail markets. 
For sun drying of these fishes a long stretch 
of sea shore is utilized by erecting scaffoldings of 
about 1-4 m. At Versova there exist nearly 325 
scaffoldings of various sizes, which belong to boat 
onwers as well as others. 
- 400 023. 
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TABLE 1. Average wholesale prices of fishes at Versova landing centre during 1983 - '84 to 1985 - '87 
Year 1983 - '84 1984 - "85 1985 - '86 1986 - '87 
Groups/Species Rs./kg Rs./kg Rs./kg Rs./kg 
Acetes spp. 0.88 0.73 0.88 2.25 
Bombay duck 1.40 1.06 2.25 3.50 
P. tenuipes 1.50 1.38 1.88 3.25 
C. dussumieri 1.80 1.92 2.10 2.60 
Ribbon fish 1.25 1.26 1.27 1.50 
Myctophid spp. 0.58 0.87 0.53 0.85 
Prawns 6.15 7.30 7.82 8.25 
Sciaenids 0.70 0.72 0.69 1.00 
B. mechlallandi 1.54 1.19 1.92 3.30 
Promfrets 11.38 10.75 11.92 15.00 
Ghol 11.90 11.30 13.50 14.75 
Catfish 3.25 3.30 5.25 6.25 
Eels 6.25 6.25 6.75 8.60 
Perches 3.25 4.13 4.50 5.30 
Carangids 3.75 4.00 4.27 5.45 
Sharks 10.00 10.50 11.00 12.70 
Cephalopods 1.13 1.25 1.30 7.35 
Trichirus spp. 0.50 1.13 1.15 2.20 
Misc. quality fishes 6.40 6.53 6.30 7.50 
The species-wise details of disposal of fishes 
and prawns are given below. Prices may vary 
according to place, quality and demand for par-
ticular fish. The average wholesale price of fishes 
and prawns at landing centre during 1983-'84 to 
1986-'87 is presented in Table 1. 
Acetes spp. is locally called 'Kolim' or 'Jaw-
ala'. The major portion of this group is used as 
feed for poultry, cattle and in fish farm. It is a 
cheap and good manure in the agriculture sector. 
70% goes towards manure and feed. 
About 90% of Palaemon tenuipes locally 
called 'Ambar' or 'Kardi' goes for human con-
sumption in fresh and dried condition. 
Bombay duck is comparatively more valu-
able and fetch better price in dried form. About 
10% is sold in fresh condition in the local retail 
markets in Bombay and 90% in dried condition. 
The dried Bombay duck are packed and sold in 
baskets or bags. The fish are sold as bundle of 
110 fishes. 
Coilia dussumieri popularly called as 'Man-
deli' is smaller in size having more spines but 
tasty and therefore they have good market in 
fresh and dry form. About 20% are sold In fresh 
condition and 80% In dry condition. The 
maximum portion of this fish goes waste while 
consumed in fresh condition. But dry 'Mandeli' 
is consumed wholely in roasted or 'Chatnl' form. 
Sciaenids which Include Otolithus cuvieri, O. 
ruber, Johnieops sina, J. vogleri, Johnius glaucas, 
J. belengiri and J. microrhynus are mainly sun 
dried after removing the scales, operculam and 
gut. Though this process is laborious, the final 
product gets good price, say, three time more 
than that of ordinary dry sciaenids. It has good 
demand in interior part of Maharashtra and 
northeastern region of India. 
Ribbon fishes are classified into three 
groups according to the species they being 
Lepturacanthus savala, locally known as 'Wakati', 
Eupleurogrammus muticus as 'Pithi-wakatf and 
Trichiurus spp. as 'Bagaa'. About 8 to 15 pieces 
of L. savala and E. muticus are tide together by 
making use of their long tail and sold in dry 
condition only, whereas Trichiurus spp. are sold 
in fresh (15%) as well as dried (85%) condition. 
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The price varies according to quality and size of 
all species. 
Myctophum spp. (Lantern fish) locally 
called as 'Gim* are not preferred for human 
consumption due to small size, big head and 
photophores. After drying it is used as cattle and 
poultry feed, but major part goes as manure. 
This is caught in bulk exclusively or along with 
Acetes spp. Even when caught in bulk quantities, 
some times, the fishermen are unable to recover 
their operational expenses ever. 
Prawns caught in 'dol' include Metapenaeus 
qffinis, M. brevicornis, Parapenaeopsis stylifera, P. 
hardwikiu P. jsculptilis, Solenocera crassicornis 
and Atypopenaeus stenodactylus. The prawns 
are sold at landing centre, carwford market and 
at Sassoon Dock. The prawns are sold according 
to species and size. The low priced prawns like 
Solenocera spp. and Exhippolysmata enstrostris 
are peeled, dried and sold in retail market or in 
wholesale market where they could get good 
price. 
The bigger specimens of Sepia spp. are lo-
cally known as 'Makol' while smaller ones are 
known as 'Makali'. The bigger ones of Sepia and 
Loligo spp. ('Nale') are sold in fresh condition but 
smaller ones are sold in wholesale market at 
Marol after drying. 
Miscellaneous quality fishes are called as 
Tipan'. They include a variety of fishes like small 
sized pomfret, prawns, big size Bombay duck, 
Hilsa spp. Sciaenids, Coilia dussumieri, Bregmac-
eros mechkdlandi, Cynoglossus spp., Trichiurus 
spp. Ploynemus spp. and small eels. These are 
sorted out from catch, filled in baskets and taken 
to retail or wholesale markets. 
AN ACCOUNT OF HAND LINING FISHERY FOR SNAPPERS AND GROUPERS 
AT BEYPORE, CALICUT WITH A NOTE ON THE BIOLOGY OF 
PRISTIPOMOIDES TYPUS* 
Introduction 
The hooks and line fishery at Calicut is 
mainly for sharks and seerfishes and is used 
either in long lining or trolling. It is operated both 
by local and migrant fishermen. However, there 
is a seasonal hand lining fishery for groupers and 
snappers by Colachel and nearby fishermen. The 
snappers of which Pristipomoides typus forms the 
main species are totally untapped by any other 
gear in this area. Hence a brief note on its biology 
is also given along with the general description 
of the fishery based on the data collected during 
December, 1990 to April, 1991 from Beypore and 
Calicut. 
Craft and gear 
The craft is the mechanised boat similar to 
trawlers of 30-32' OAL fitted with Ruston or 
Leyland engines (see back cover photo). The gear 
consists of a monofilament main line with branch 
line of 13 cm length containing barbed hooks of 
Nos. 8 & 12. The number of hooks varies from 
8-15 and they are attached at a distance of 18 
cm from one another (Figs. 1 and 2). The main 
line is weighted at the bottom. In a boat, there 
will be 7-8 persons. One will steer the boat while 
the others operate the gear. About 25 units are 
operated from Beypore. 
Operation 
The fishery starts by November/December 
and lasts till March as the weather becomes un-
favourable afterwards. But in 1991, it continued 
upto the end of April. The gear is operated in 
rocky areas of depth upto 150 metres. Usually 
they go for fishing by midnight between 12 and 
1 O'clock and reach the ground around 7 or 8 
In the morning. The tunas caught en route by 
operating smaller hooks and line are used as bait. 
Instead of bait, coloured silk twines are attahced 
as lures on these hooks. 
After reaching the probable ground, the na-
ture of the ground is ascertained by operating the 
gear. Once the desired fishes are hooked, the 
operation continues till sun set. After sunset, ir-
respective of the quantity of the catch, they return 
and reach the landing centre by midnight. But 
some will stay overnight due to poor catch and 
resume fishing the following day and come back. 
Species caught and average catch 
The main species caught are the snappers, 
Pristipomoides typus, LLpocheilus carnolabrum, 
the groupers, Epinephelus sp. and Sepia sp. of 
which P. typus form the dominant catch followed 
by Epinephelus sp. 
•Prepared by: M. Slvadas, Calicut Research Centre of CMFRI, Calicut - 673 005. 
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Fig. 1. A unit of hand line with the baits attached to each hook. Fig. 2. An individual hook with the bait. 
Though the exact catch details are not 
available, it was found that on an average about 
300 kg of P. typus and 100 kg of Epinephelus sp. 
were landed per trip by a boat. The Sepia sp. 
and others were negligible in quantity. 
Biology of Pristipomoid.es typus 
Size distribution (Fig. 3): The size varied 
from 300-600 mm. In January and March, 420 
mm followed by 440 mm formed the dominant 
group whereas in February, 460 mm followed by 
440 and 500 mm were dominant. But, in general 
it could be seen that size groups between 380 and 
460 mm were more common and the represen-
tation of bigger ones above 520 mm were scarce. 
Length-weight relationship: The relation-
ship based on 100 fishes was found out to be: 
Log W = -3.51+2.42 Log L. 
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Fig. 3. Length-frequency distribution of P. typus in mm. 
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Fig. 4. Observed length and weight plotted against calculated 
relationship of P. typus. 
The correltion coefficient (r) was found to be 0.91 
(Fig. 4). 
Stomach conditions 
Most of the examined stomachs were found 
to be everted and others contained little or no 
food. 
Gonadial condition 
Both immature and mature fishes were ob-
served. The mature ones were mainly in partially 
spent condition. 
Disposal of the catch 
The snappers were taken to the main 
market of Calicut and sold by auction and its 
retail price varied from Rs. 15-20.0 per kg. The 
groupers on the otherhand were taken by the 
processing companies from the landing centre 
itself and its price varied from Rs. 10-15/- per 
kg. Groupers below 500 g were generally not 
taken by them. 
General remarks 
Though the fishing is profitable, the local 
fishermen show little interest because of the in-
herent difficulties and inconveniences associated 
with this fishery. The fishing is quite tedious 
mainly with the hauling of the line as is evidenced 
from the horizontal cuts on the forefingers of the 
fishermen. Moreover, since the departure and 
arrival are at odd times, the fishermen get little 
time for proper sleep, bath, food etc. Above all, 
as the fishing is carried out farther off from the 
usual fishing ground of other gear, the persons 
have to be more hardy and seafaring and these 
qualities are less in the local people when 
compared to the migrants. 
However, considering the untapped nature 
of the resources and dwindling of catches in other 
gears, it is likely that atleast a few local fishermen 
will resort to this fishing in future. This belief 
is strengthend by the fact that in Malabar, 
especially Calicut, a new type of gear, craft or 
fishing method will be accepted only after its 
popularity in the nearby areas as is evidenced in 
the case of mechanisation of craft, introduction 
of ring-seine etc. 
ON THE FIRST RECORD OF THE DEEP SEA SHARK CENTROPHORUS 
GRANULOSUS (BLOCH AND SCHNEIDER) FROM INDIAN SEAS* 
Two numbers of the deep sea gulper shark 
Centrophorus granulosus (Bloch and Schneider, 
1801) belonging to the family Squalidae were 
landed at the Cochin Fisheries Harbour on 23-
2-1991. The specimens were 95 cm and 91 cm 
(Fig.l) in total length and weighed 6 and 4.5 kg 
respectively. It is for the first time that this 
species is recorded from the Indian coasts; 
though common in the Atlantic and upto 
Southern Mozambique. Both specimens were 
females. A single fully developed embryo with 
characters of the adult was present in the 
specimen of total length 91 cm. The embryo 
measured 323 mm in total length and weighed 
•Prepared by Grace Mathew, K. Thulasidas and K. M. Venugopal, 
190 g. They were caught northwest off Cochin 
(off Ponnani-Chavakkad) at depth ranging 300-
320 m in shark long lines. Again on 19-6-'91, 
two female specimens of the same species, 
measuring 90 and 98 cm were landed at the 
Fisheries Harbour, caught by the same gear. 
jinn 
Fig. 1. Centrophorus granulosus, the deep sea gulper shark. 
CMFRI, Cochin - 682 031. 
Colour dark brown, fins dark, body elongate 
and slightly compressed. Snout pointed and 
longer than width of mouth, but shorter than 
distance from mouth to pectoral fin origin. Teeth 
in upper jaw small, broad and blade like, lower 
jaw teeth large, compressed and blade like. A 
strong spine with lateral grooves present on 
anterior edges of both dorsal fins. First dorsal 
relatively high, second lower than first, its base 
about 3 / 4 the length of first dorsal base. Inner 
corners of pectoral fins produced as narrow, 
pointed lobes that extend to behind first dorsal 
spine; caudal fin with a deep subterminal notch, 
caudal peduncle without dorsal keels of precau-
dal pits. 
16-19/1/16-19 
Teeth 14-17/1/14-17 
Morphometric measurements in 
low: 
Total length 
Length of first dorsal base 
Length of second dorsal base 
Height of first dorsal 
Height of second dorsal 
Snout length 
Width of mouth 
Horizontal diameter of orbit 
Tip of snout to origin of caudal 
Tip of snout to origin of first dorsal 
Tip of snout to origin of second dorsal 
Tip of snout to origin of ant. of orbit 
Length of interdorsal space 
Length of pectoral base 
UNUSUAL CATCH OF CATFISH TACHYSURUS DUSSUMIERI 
IN BOTTOM SET GILL NET AT VERSOVA* 
An unprecedented catch of about 3,250 kg 
of catfish Tachysurus dussumieri was landed by 
a bottom set gill netter at Versova on 23-12-'90. 
Usually the bottom set gill nets, locally called 
'Budi' are operated for pomfret fishery along the 
north-west coast of India. Normally the duration 
of fishing trip is about 4-5 days depending upon 
the catch, ice and diesel. A 62 footer mechanised 
bottom set gill netter departed Versova village on 
21-l2-'90 afternoon for fishing and operated on 
22-12-'90 at a depth of 45 m off Versova. On the 
evening when the net was hauled a heavy catch 
of catfish was realised which was landed on 23-
12-'90 (Fig. 1). 
The catfish caught in bottom-set gill net is 
considered as subsidiary catch. However, the 
present catch of T. dussumieri from a single op-
eration is an unusual phenomenon at Versova. 
Along with catfish, pomfret, Megcdaspis cordyla, 
Chirocentrus spp. Hilsa spp. and elasmobranchs 
were also landed. The entire catch was 
transported to the Shivaji wholesale market at 
Bombay. Table 1 shows the details of catch, rate 
and value of different components sold. 
A total of 113 specimens of T. dussumieri 
were examined for biological aspects. The size 
ranged from 480 to 670 mm with a dominant 
mode at 600 mm. The weight of fish ranged from 
2 to 4.5 kg. Of the 113 specimens, 81.6% were 
males and 18.4% females. All the fish were 
•Reported by: S. G. Raje, Bombay Research Centre of CMFRI, I 
immature. Majority of stomachs examined were 
empty. The food items present in the guts, in 
order of preference, were crabs (78.3%), teleosts 
Fig. 1. Part of the catfish catch in entangled form in gill net 
on deck of the boat. 
- 400 023. 
Fig. 2. "Budi" type of gill net with wooden floats. 
(13.1%) and bivales (4.1%) indicating them to be 
bottom feeders. 
TABLE 1. Details of catch, rate and value of different component 
Spec ies /Group Es tmated Price Value 
ca tch (kg) (Rs./kg) (Rs.) 
Tachysurus 3 ,250 7 - 9 27.400 
dussumieri 
Megalaspis cordyla 450 2 .25 - 2.50 1,215 
Pomfret 160 3 0 - 4 0 5,200 
Others 6 0 1 . 5 - 2 105 
ToTal 3^920 33,920 
The bottom set gill net was made of mono-
filament and nylon webbing (Fig. 2). The mesh 
size range of monofilament webbing was 130-135 
mm and nylon 140-145 mm. The length and 
depth of a single piece of gill net was 45-50 X 6 
m. Total of 80 pieces of gill net were operated, 
of which 20 pieces were of monofilament webbing 
and 60 of nylon. Enquiry with the fishermen 
revealed that the bulk of the catfish was caught 
in Nylon gill net and Pomfret and M. cordyla were 
in monofilament gill net. The monofilament part 
of the net was in a torn state, hence it is inferred 
that some catfishes would have managed to 
escape from it by breaking the mesh. 
It can thus be concluded that it would be 
better to use different types of twine with various 
mesh sizes to catch different resources for prof-
itable returns. 
A NOTE ON THE COMMERCIAL FISHERY OF THE KING PRAWN 
OFF TUTICORIN* 
The king prawn Penaeus lattsulcatus Kishi-
nouye is distributed in the Indo-West Pacific 
region from Africa through India to Japan. The 
occurrence of this species in Indian waters was 
reported as early as 1969 from the southwest 
coast of India (George, CMFRI Bulletin, No. 14, 
1969). However, there is no information on its 
contribution to the commercial prawn fishery of 
India. Therefore, the data collected on the catch, 
percentage composition, size-frequency distribu-
tions etc. of this species landed by the mecha-
nized trawlers at Tuticorin Fisheries Harbour 
during the years 1987-'90 are presented in this 
short note. 
The prawn fishing off Tuticorin is carried 
out by mechanized trawlers of medium size (12 
to 13 m) using shrimp trawl net with a mesh size 
•Prepared by: M. Rajamani and M. Manickaija, Tuticorin Rese 
of 20 mm at the cod end. The depth in the area 
of operation ranges between 20 and 60 metres. 
During the four year period of observation, a total 
catch of 8.7 tonnes of P. latisulcatus were landed 
at Tuticorin Fisheries Harbour with the monthly 
catch showing wide fluctuation ranging between 
6 and 1,725 kg. Among Penaeus spp. 
P. latisulcatus occupies third place in terms of 
abundance, the first two species being 
P. semisulcatus and P. tndicus. The landing of 
P. latisulcatus was recorded only during two 
months in 1987 and 1988. But in the 
subsequent two years its occurrence in the 
catches was observed during five months. It was 
totally absent in the catches in November, 
December and January during all the four years 
of observation (Table 1). 
Centre of CMFRI, Tuticorin - 628 001. 
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TABLE 1. Estimated catch and percentage composition of P. latisulcatus landed by mechanized trawlers 
at Tuticortn Fisheries Harbour during the years 1987 - '90 
Years 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
Months 
February 
July 
April 
May 
April 
June 
August 
September 
October 
February 
March 
June 
July 
August 
Estimated 
catches of 
Penaeus spp. 
(kg) 
1,884 
38,200 
7,525 
10,251 
34,524 
60,375 
16.375 
10,500 
6,996 
8.436 
7,750 
32,144 
19,435 
10.491 
Estimated 
catches of 
P. latisulcatus 
(kg) 
6 
• 290 
550 
432 
180 
1.725 
1.500 
1.500 
864 
36 
1.390 
240 
13 
13 
Composition of 
P. latisulcatus 
in the total catches 
of Penaeus spp. (%) 
0.3 
0.8 
7.3 
4.2 
0.5 
2.9 
9.2 
14.3 
12.3 
0.4 
17.9 
0.7 
0.1 
0.1 
Total 264.886 8.739 3.3 
The percentage composition of P. latisulca-
tus among Penaeus spp. .landed during the four 
year period was worked out and it was observed 
that its contribution to the commercial prawn 
fishery was almost negligible with its composition 
ranging between 0.1 and 17.9%, the average 
composition being 3.3%. It constituted above 
10% of the catches of Penaeus spp. only during 
three months viz. September and October in 1989 
and March in 1990. 
The size-frequency distribution in males 
and females of P. latisulcatus landed during 1990 
was studied and it was observed that in males, 
the size ranged between 143 and 178 mm with 
the dominant mode at 156-160 mm whereas in 
females the size ranged between 158 and 218 mm 
with the dominant mode at 201-205 mm (Fig. 1). 
Males were predominant in the catches forming 
60.4%. Among females, prawns in spent-
recovering stages dominated the catches forming 
57.9%. Females in mature and late maturing 
stages constituted 31.6 and 10.5% respectively. 
Immature females were not recorded in the 
catches. 
At Tuticorin, this species is considered in-
ferior to other Penaeus spp. in terms of quality 
of the meat and hence it is not preferred for export 
by the prawn merchants. Consequent to this, the 
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Figure 1. Size-frequency distribution of P. latisulcatus landed 
at Tuticorin Fisheries Harbour during the year 
1990. 
market price of this species is very low ranging 
between Rs. 40 and Rs. 60 only per kilogram for 
the first quality prawn whereas the price of other 
Penaeus spp. namely, P. semisulcatus and 
P. indicus is high ranging between Rs. 125 and 
Rs. 200 per kg. However, it Is worth mentioning 
here that according to Motoh (Southeast Asian 
Fish. Res. Center, 1980) there is a great demand 
for this species in countries like Philippiness 
where it is sold at par with P. japonicus and P. 
indicus. 
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FISH MORTALITY DUE TO POLLUTION BY INDUSTRIAL EFFLUENTS 
IN INSHORE WATERS OF KAYALPATNAM* 
Mortality of fishes and aquatic organisms 
due to pollution was observed in inshore waters 
of Kayalpatnam and adjacent area. The pollution 
was mainly caused by the industrial wastes re-
leased by Dharangadhara Chemical Works and 
Plastic Resins and Chemicals Ltd, situated at 
Shahupuram near Kayalpatnam landing centre. 
Dead fishes were found floating and some washed 
ashore for about 3 to 4 km along the coast of 
Kayalpatnam and Tiruchendur on 2- l l -8 '9 
(Figs. 1-5). A brief account of this incident with 
results of analysis of relevant parameters is given. 
Pollution problems and related fish morta-
lity were noted in and'around Kayalpatnam coast 
on prior occasions also during 1982-'87. Such 
mortality occurred usually in November and oc-
casionally in December as it happened in 1983 
and 1986 and in February, 1985. It happens only 
when the creek opens, immediately after the rain 
discharging the concentrated effluents accumu-
lated in the creek. The cause of the mortality was 
assumed to be high concentration of acid found 
in the industrial waste released from the chemical 
factory. Dharangadhara Chemical Works Ltd., is 
the major complex which produces a variety of 
chemicals such as caustic soda, liquid chlorine, 
hydrochloric acid, trichloroethylene, polychlo-
roethylene, beneficiated ilmenite and vinyl chlo-
ride monomer. Traces of mercury and acid were 
Fig. 1. Fish mortality due to pollution by industrial effluents in 
inshore waters of Kayalpatnam. (Mullets and other fishes). 
Reported by: II. Mohamad Kasim, T. S. Balasubramanlan, S. Raj: 
major pollutants discharged into the effluent 
channel leading to the lagoon and then into the 
sea. 
Plastic Resins and Chemicals Ltd. is a 
private factory situated adjacent to DCW Ltd. The 
kinds of products manufactured are polyvinyl 
chlorine resin, benzene, tar and waste aromatics. 
The type of pollutants are total suspended solids 
(carbon) oil in traces and organic compounds 
(chlorinated hydrocarbons). The pollutants from 
the DRC mix with the effluents coming from M/ 
s. DCW which are ultimately discharged into the 
sea. 
The lagoon extends over a distance of 2 km 
before joining the sea. The lagoon mouth remains 
closed for most of the period except during the 
peak of northeast monsoon when it opens 
discharging the polluted water into the sea. The 
polluted water is yellowish-brown in colour when 
it mixes with the open sea water and flows mostly 
towards the southern side due to the prevailing 
current in the sea. The sudden release of polluted 
water into the sea might have resulted in the 
mass mortality of fish and aquatic organisms in 
the inshore waters. This kind of mortality occurs 
only for a day of two. Subsequently the concen-
tration of pollutant is reduced considerably due 
to further influx of fresh water by incessant rain. 
Fig. 2. Fish mortality due to pollution by industrial effluents in 
inshore waters of Kayalpatnam. (Cat fishes). 
:kiyam and V. S. Rengasamy, TRC of CMFRI, Tuticorin - 628 001, 
Fig. 3. Fish mortality due to pollution by industrial effluents in 
inshore waters of Kayalpatnam. (Group of eels). 
During our regular visit to Kayalpatnam 
landing centre on 20-11-'89 in connection with 
fishery biology work, we encountered such a fish 
mortality in Kayalpatnam coast. Dead fishes and 
aquatic organisms were seen right from lagoon 
mouth to Tiruchendur. The concentration of 
dead organisms was#more near the DCW lagoon 
and was lesser towards Tiruchendur. Dead fishes 
TABLE 1. Percentage composition and size range of different 
marine organisms which suffered mortality on 
2-11-'89 along the Kayalpatnam coast 
Species 
Mugil spp. 
Hemirhamphus marginatus 
Tachysurus maculatus 
Jhontus spp. 
Thryssa mystax 
Cliorinemus sp. 
Pampus argenteus 
Thyrsoidea macrura 
Gymnothorax sp. 
Other eels 
Epinephelus spp. 
Platycephalus spp. 
Diagramma sp. 
Lutianus spp. 
Lethrinus nebulosus 
Callyodon spp. 
Scatophagies argus 
Therapon spp. 
Crabs 
Cow fish 
Star fish 
Clams 
Sea weed 
Percentage 
2 5 
5 
13 
2 
2 
A 
3 
15 
2 
3 
2 
2 
2 
1 
5 
2 
4 
1 
2 
2 
2 
1 
Size range (mi 
75 -
80 -
60 -
180 -
90 -
200 -
150 -
2110 -
650 -
400 -
230 -
100 -
200 -
190 -
170 -
200 -
130 -
75 -
90 -
70 -
65 -
30 -
240 
105 
90 
210 
140 
270 
210 
3230 
790 
900 
3 5 0 
220 
290 
220 
215 
235 
165 
115 
105 
120 
7 0 
5 0 
Fig. 4. Fish mortality due to pollution by industrial effluents in 
inshore waters of Kayalpatnam. (Crabs and fish). 
were collected and measured. The list of fishes 
and their percentage composition and size ranges 
are given in Table 1. As many as 23 groups of 
marine organisms comprising fish, crabs, star 
fish, molluscs etc. were found to be affected by 
the polluted water. Mullets, cat fish and eels were 
affected severely. 
In order to understand the causses for the 
mortality, water samples were collected at four 
different stations and analysed for parameters 
such as temperature, dissolved oxygen, salinity, 
pH and mercury content (Table 2). The Physico-
chemical parameters indicate that temperature, 
salinity and dissolved oxygen were well within the 
normal tolerable ranges in all the stations, 
whereas pH appeared to be on the critical side. 
During low tide, the pH remained on the acidic 
side in all the four stations and the acidity in-
creased towards the D.C.W. lagoon. During high 
tide the pH was little higher in all the stations 
and it was 7.62 and 7.9 in Mada Koil and 
Kayalpatnam landing centres respectively. The 
mortality might have been caused by high taoxic 
nature of acidity. 
Fig. 5. Fish mortality due to pollution by industrial effluents in 
inshore waters of Kayalpatnam. [Scatophagus argus). 
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TABLE 2. Distribution of dissolved oxygen, salinity, temperature, pH and mercury at different places situated at various distances 
from the lagoon mouth at low tide and high tide on 2-11-89 
Station 
DCW lagoon 
DCW lagoon mouth 
Mada Koll landing 
centre 
Kayalpatnam landing 
centre area 
DCW lagoon 
DCW lagoon mouth 
Mada Koll landing 
centre 
Kayalpatnam landing 
centre area 
Distance 
from lagoon 
mouth 
100 m 
(towards 
Inland) 
0.0 m 
1.6 km 
3.0 km 
100 m 
(towards 
Inland) 
0.0 m 
1.5 km 
3.0 km 
Time 
(hrs) 
09.30 
09.40 
10.00 
10.20 
14.30 
14.40 
15.00 
15.30 
Tide 
Low 
Low 
Low 
Low 
High 
High 
High 
High 
Temperature (°C) 
Atmos- Surface 
phere 
29.5 
29.5 
29.8 
30.0 
33.2 
33.2 
33.0 
33.0 
27.2 
27.6 
27.6 
27.8 
28.5 
28.5 
28.8 
28.8 
Dissolved 
oxygen 
(ml/1) 
• 
4.00 
4.35 
4.29 
• 
5.26 
6.18 
6.06 
Salinity 
(%o) 
30.10 
31.14 
31.75 
32.01 
30.97 
32.52 
33.22 
33.22 
PH 
3.26 
4.25 
5.82 
6.68 
3.85 
6.88 
7.62 
7.90 
Mercury 
(mg/U 
3200 
1100 
560 
320 
3000 
260 
180 
120 
* could not be analysed. 
ON THE LANDING OF A RARE SALTWATER CROCODILE CROCODYLUS 
POROSUS AT DIBBAPALEM. SOUTH OF VISAKHAPATNAM* 
A rare sub-adult male saltwater crocodile of 
the species Crocodilus porosus measuring 2.14 m 
in length was caught alive from the sea in a nylon 
shore seine at Dibbapalem, 15 km south of 
Visakhapatnam on the afternoon of 6th March, 
1991. The fishermen transported the animal to 
a nearby tidal pool where it was kept alive for one 
night. On receiving information of the incident 
at the Research Centre, the reporter made ar-
rangements to bring the crocodile to the 
Visakhapatnam Fisheries Harbour where it was 
exhibited for public viewing. On the same day 
the animal was taken to the Indira Gandhi Zoo-
logical Park, Visakhapatnam where it is kept in 
captivity. 
Though the crocodile was alive and fero-
cious some morophometric measurements could 
be taken on 7th March, 1991 as detailed below. 
Total length (from tip of snout to end of tall) 214 cm 
Length of head 42 cm 
Maximum width of head 16 cm 
Maximum width at dorsal side 28 cm 
Distance between eyes 3 cm 
Length between commencement of eye 19 cm 
to tip of snout 
Length of upper jaw (length between commen- 26 cm 
cement of upper jaw to tip of snout 
Length of lower jaw (length between commen- 24 cm 
cement of lower jaw to tip of snout 
Length between anus to Up of tail 108 cm 
No. of double scutes (on dorsal side) over 20 
caudal region 
No. of single scutes (on dorsal side) over 19 
caudal region 
No. of longitudinal body scutes on dorsal side 7 
(3 longitudinal body scutes on either side 
of middle one) 
Approximate weight 55 kg 
Hind limbs paddle like, each with 4 fingers; 
nails of fingers large and vary in length. Fore 
limbs each with 5 dettached fingers each with 
large nails of different sizes. According to the 
Curator of the Indira Gandhi Zoological Park, the 
specimen is a 5-6 year old sub-adult, male. Pale-
yellowish thick square type of plates of different 
sizes present on vental side. The specimen was 
deep yellow with black patches over the dorsal 
surface of the body. 
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Crocodylus porosus 
Remarks 
Out of the twenty one species of crocodiles 
recognised in the world, only three species are 
found in India, namely the riverine crocodile, 
Gharial, Gavialis gangeticus Schneider inhabiting 
the rivers and large streams, the fresh water 
crocodile, Mugger, Crocodylus palustris Schnei-
der inhabiting in confined waters like ponds, 
lakes and reservoirs and the Saltwater crocodile 
Crocodylus porosus Schneider inhabiting gener-
ally the low saline waters like tidal creeks, estu-
aries, mangrove environment, backwaters and 
lagoons. Among the various species of crocodiles 
Crocodylus porosus is known to grow to the 
largest size of over 8 m, very aggressive and 
ferocious. Saltwater crocodile is known to be 
notorius and voracious carnivorus feeder, feeding 
mainly on fishes, crustaceans, molluscs, insects 
and other animals. 
In India the saltwater crocodile is found 
along the coasts of Tamil Nadu, Andhra Pradesh, 
West Bengal and Andaman and Nicobar Islands. 
In the mainland of India, the species is now 
restricted to an area of 176 sq. km in Bhitarkan-
ika Sanctuary in Orissa and in Sunderbans. Ac-
cording to Shri K. Tulasi Rao, Assistant Curator 
(Crocodiles), Zoological Park, Visakhapatnam a 
very large sized Crocodylus porosus measuring a 
little over 6.30 m in total length was present at 
Bhitarkanika Wild Life Sanctuary in Orissa in 
1980. The Government of India declared these 
animals as endangered species under Wild Life 
Protection Act of 1972, imposing a ban on kill-
ing, trading, exporting or possessing them. 
•Reported by: C. V. Seshagiri Rao, Visakhapatnam Research Centre of CMFRI, Visakhapatnam - 530 003. 
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" ^ f c f S f 3ji(^ of,c1 -^it 3ft; + d l H M % ^ f r j 
% MR^I*H 3f ^ f t M «ftl ^ f 1987 3 "?M 
3) i f ^ t d + d | * M t % *[RjT ^RTT «TTI 
•RraK-^ n?: W H 
"^ T 68°/. ^ M " ^ %f *|Rq W<T "^TT «TT I "^MT =1^ 
"^ T MR-^MH ~$tft TtfffZ 3 f t 3?xf^ lfKT ^TRt % 1^ TT 
^ T T *CT; -ztflfcT l(pit % W<T 3#B^ T ^ ¥ ^ ^ 1 5 8 5 
1691.2 "d^T «ft I ^T f^TcT % *(Rq; m % >d^ <1H 
^ i p r^ifcr mzfcmr Pwlw «ft i 3 ^ ^r-^nfcraft 
ftHi)R*m, witw aft; faii)Him «ffi 
"II ^T "RT3R ^T HR^ I<rH ^Pft 4 ^ ^ ^ ^ 3 ^ f ^ 
•z f^cT wr ^ " ^ -flgs 3 MR-mfa<i ^RT t[ <w 
^ • g ^ r ^ i ^ z ^ T «n 3tk sfiN1f?r "HH P^T ^ R^ST i 
H<4<HM HlRw+H % 1.4°/. TTI^  ^  f^ ^fcr 7M f3!T 
"^ cft ^ -^ro^ [^RCT - ^ n , m<^i, ^tfas, -?ft: 1^ ?r 
sft: ^ C l ^ « Tffil t[\$\ % I i l f t ^ TTaf^ f % ^[RIT 
3ft^T 242.0 ^ T " R ^ W < T ' ^ t l ^ ^ T HR^I^H 
-fgtt: 4 % d -ZTFff % ^ [Rir ^ »cn % I XR^^T25.7°/ . 
^J?T, 11.2 '/. HK$*I, 11.1°/. ^ < PbMI ^1 H<.M<HW 
mlcw+n "^ t i1l¥ s^[ w\ 41'Wn 5.1°/. «ni 
1[FJ ^n?^ (^ftn): w "Rrsrc J^T =ii(tf+ 3ft^ ^ W H 
184.0 ^T ^ R ^ «TTI 31% ^  3212 " ^ ^TI^ 
T^T^T HR^MH^ITt l ^Rt IN^KT 3tk 3Pf%cT 
TTRt ^T nR-m^n f3TT «TTI ^F^t M T$& m^ 
W k f l ^ i M « f t i 31^ «pf «r ^/^f?r #?^f 3ft: 
" ^ P W i "?^rr HR-'IM'I ^N«idTf sft: ci^wMt ^ f 
^ "n^: w$t % Tr«rt^ ff w : "fit 1%^ T "^sncfr ^ i f?r 
T^3K % -Srfftq; ^% 3H+|<.e(|^  c ^ n ^ f 3ft: c^R^jft =Pf 
^ I W ^ t 1 ^Rt 4 % ^ 3ft: 3i4^td Tq?it % W f f 
HR^WH ^STT"^I ^Rifr "Tt "g^f ^^cfl ^ ( ^ H ^ «tif?iifi 
«ftl *forf 3ft^ T 5250 # ^ l ^T MR I^^ H ^tm ^1 
?1?T cf[^T ( 3 ^ + 1 ^ ) : f?WT y-^ WH ^fK%9T, "^TT, 
^ 0 3ft: ftSf 3T5gft TTgff^f ^ "R¥3% % %r 1 W 
HR^WH ^Rn «TT 3R "^ r -q^ 4 ^ f d x r ^ f -^ f "?ftRm 
T^TTtl ^ f ^ f ^ 1 ^ ^ ^ 0.9°/. "5?WT%RR «?TI 
^ « . < "%J (f#£t " ^ ) : "9RM "Prfccrat % TTCT <^c<l^ 
^ i ^ H i^R i^dt ^ -^RT -^ ^ f e sft: to ^ r f^ 
•sP^ft imf%^ ^ % ^TRIT q^i^ T ^ f i t irf i 3tff 
if^f?T 3ftc 3Tq%cT -qrft % "5?WT MR-^MH "ftcrr t 
W: iN^fcT -ZTH 1^RWT ^R-mcH ^ "^ "f 1987 ^T 
f3TT in, "SKT 3THRI -RtSFft ^ W^ "»Tf I ^R^t "»lt " ^ 
^ T M ^ J H ^ T , -fifT ,^ +<f^i^, ~\m sft: 3 ^ ^ 
«ftl M<M<HM ml rW"^ ' ^ <fft«iW.<"^T^1 qVWH 1.8°/. 
X?w, "$a 3ft:-#3^-^% CTT^ R ^ f TR>% ?$\ w ^ r 
^T 3ftTcT ent^i TfPKR 2 6 0 . 4 ^ T «?TI ^ 1 R ^ 
^W^ ^T 5.4°/. ~5$ ~ffi? ^T ifl 'WH «IT I '^NlfW'gplst 
3F!T TTof^ r
 : if^«j>d -qrf\ % HR^lPlcl ^ F f "^ n^T ^T 
^ % 41<WH 5.1 ^ TfRpft «TTI H w t ^ ^ T ^ W H 
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23.5 ^ r «n i ^ r tfi % r^Rtr tanU* ^ w*$\ 
^ R ^ ^ f 1990 % ^RH "fopftl 3<4^f d TTRt % WT 
^ , " ^ "Tift, f i ^ # T affc itfe " ^ ^r HR-^ W ff>m 
W fa^FI ^Tf^fJ 4MMH 138.9 ^T T3Fft «TTI 
% %R 1TR#T, T^T, \ *W fiwlRxlH zft*-%Q Vrf\ 
3f ^R"flR#m, faHi)R>*iH, <*><9i<n{,^m 3(kRM«R 
^ f % c W H ^ TR$*ft J ^ \ T^TcfT f l 
T ^ t ^ "RSf#Rt *f ^ % «J¥T ifMKM *faR 
lTR#ft ^T «TT fafl¥T tfNcT 56.2 «TTI 3 f ^ f T^f t 
PMIW *ftl T ^ T ^ I *frWM 10.6°/. «TTI "I^ T ^ 
-fmn 7.1% «TT 3(k yw ^fatf) ^<i, >3RT afc-^^r 
«fti ^TefFT -nis r^at 3 -tfK fa?r «ft I^W^T -$ws$\ 
1.6°/ «JT, +<fait 3fa Rw«R 3fcKlT7T 41'KM *WI**1 
3.3 3jki.6°/. «ni « t ^ ^ ^ f t ^ t ^ r « T T #rcm 
M\*\<H 7.3% «ni ^FS ?n^ Tjftst % ^ R^T w 
^fa^tar^TforaH 1.2'/. «ni *rrc$3T, 1?RT#, ^FIT 
^ n ^ " ^ ^ 3T0RJT"% "3|pT ?{t H^yur ^Hl^f tfill^d 
^ f f i " ^ 25 % 3rfa¥"*rar*ft «iiRi*n^ttR^^i?ft 
?[l TK 3JW|^I#T etf % ^RH ^ i f f W «ncf 
% ^ H 3 3Pf%cf -JTHt ^ ^W¥ ?t f t ^ f t ?^T 
WIXIR+ ^ 7 "3IT "fl^ TF "^ ^K 4*0«J>d IF f 3fk "^T 
"^  wR-mfHd M "sn^fi^ f^i<iy»r "Rr3R % ^ i ^ 
^t "tW? 3f f t ^ift RdMH+ "^f t[ Pf«+I ";3^K "?1FR 
"ftfWR 3 l^4><d ^>T¥ 3<*>lkf)<H WcblcvlH Wl ydifWii 
(l^f2> 41 -56 , 1976 ^f ^ 1^1* ^ t f ^ 
T ^ ^ f - ^ ^ fe f t % I J* ?lrtt % -?1^T &sff ^ 
^ H l l r W + l ^ f ^ ^ n l ^ t l ^ 1 9 9 0 - 9 1 %^KFf 
^ T 26.5 ^T ^ . HI&wlH ^ 3McK"l "pTT «TT I Hrt«m 
%%r 3 ^ ^ f -flTPT •?!^R % •fofSTCcW % tffi ^TI 
TflZTCfl? •ZTH % ^R^#cT 1rr3K, 1 ? ^ ^^ TR % ^Rq 
^ ^ ^T ^ T T^RT ffRT «TT I "»T^FT »^T iTf 40 % 
60 *ft ^ t i ^ i t «fti r^aj^ ft ^ t ^snf 28 % 35 
^T *RT, -?R f^T, -foRT, vf l^ ipjoh 3JR- •sf^^JT 
• f l F ^ 3JWIAH 3Tr«RT 3JH94I+ ^ | 
*^ft. t^ JT. trcjT. 3fK. 3nf. "f^iPT «H#fclM ^ % ^ <i)Ht*il< *fc ^». A ^RT ?KT ^ R 1%ifT %TI 
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dJdehtRH % i j H K ^ i f r % 3TC0RP "PrR^j^f ^RT 3Jc?t JJglR'ld 
^ m$*t 
3 ^ f r f 15Rfa *fa*T *77?*? % " t f ^ % %r - f^n 
"ST f^T (skin diving) %3T "^ STM ^ I "^T "WT 3TF*#W 
%fW ^ t % % T dfd+IRH % 3HrRq %^f 3f -?n% f I 
Pm^+t ^m wj^t ^iR'idt F^T *tfPid<H ^ % 3 
3f «IK "f%=TT I " ^¥ , *TTfcT "frWT, an^ TC " ^ an^T 
M*K % TfrH7a r^ " ^ dJd«b\R*i ire: ^T "flgs ^ r 
fHHH "^ T "STffiT ^ 3jfc J$ WW W1W\ 1,200 
Pw^+f whv wi % ureter WVH 3 -m n^% th 
10 % 20 "tf % T T ^ t ^ % ' 5 ^ " * * c ^ 1 ^ T ^ n c l T 
1M3 ^r^ff n^f% ^  3fk<^1lrc?r"fonf ^ r ^ t i i 
wj^\ % 3t Ti^Nt ^ 3 ^ % ^ K R *#. 3?7^ fe^ r s^nf% 
% 2,425 ^iR^ldt SR WJ^\ 1%^, ^f^ ^T 87°/. 
^ ^ * "snft ^ 154 aftC 450 ft ^ % 3fa %l 
^ft ^nfoft 3f a w r c ^ 169 % 423 flnft % ^ta 
#. 3fFffe¥ 3 ^ ^ # 74.2°/. afc #. fk7^T f^ 
•pff ^ f 67% «ft I 
3fc "5M " ^ ?TO ^1^% Wl, ^iR^ldt ^ft TTT^T ^ t "§5RT 
sfti fa* f^t (HHV^H -SKI ^ ^ r ^ ^ i % an^w 3#c 
^iyi<uM^I iqjyft H^lR^ld ^<.dMt % ^ f % fem«K 
^ r ^^r ^ d u l % - ^ t f^ H i^R i^dlf ^r ^t ^ n f 
^ t ^ f t ^ % H l^R l^dl J^T Wl%?\ T&st % ^ ^RcT 
% "^w iq^fw "^ nwe: ^ ti^wdi % 202 ^. 3rt$w 
F^T "?t?i^ [ -^ >zni -^.^ -^HT -Jf dfd+^ Rn -?R: % 
Pw^+t ^KT "?ft%T H i^R<id1 - t^ w°m -^m \\ 
Wm dld+IRn 3 TTfrsr -<&fa ^PW ?7f^r% Tfiwr 
*^T. <NW*J|1 3fk xxq. |^(u|«W TT3TT. # . T^ T. T^. 3IK. 
^ f >^ 2l<^cu % '*i^TM ^n^T ^rcr W < T t (c^ ^ T (HMdn' 
•q^t % ^ f5^ -g^Tf "nf 1 ^ % 70*/. 1 5 ^ - ' ^ 
oMimRjfl ^ r, 25°/. "fn^r % ^ TOK t afk ^ t 
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% ^ T *f "3q#T ^Sft ^ 1 ff% %%T 7J^ ^ <?R 
% ^ srsen ^ : *ft ^ i '3**5nr ^n **FTC "^ -^ FT 
3 ^ K ^ ^HT Vrirrifc Zftfa W 90°/. cn^ T -*TT 
^ir ¥ T 3 *frr -wtfrn ^ r ^ i ^ ^ T i^ f t r^a f^r 
10°/. <TRT ^T i f «TTCft 90/C ^ f ¥*T 3f faf^f $ l 
T*% tfteTUef 3r iw ^ f c WFT "ft% ^ iff w i R ^ %l 
wfan w f t crr»rr 3fk " ^ ¥? ^ t ^ "jfrT tr i wff i 
20 ' / <TRT fwfcT i f 3ffc «n3?t 80°/ " ^ ¥T i f HTCKT 
# T £lfoft if wfif^fom t i *!*&&! TfiFm wmr, 
fJ%<Hll*W "tldW 3Jfc ^/<fj(« 3fl/M ^FWI 
wpfcr ^m <WM>H "«iw»i«il","ft^ cr-e)i«w«fl" afc "snrr 
if i ">j°raT% argwr^Rif tff wrc-"=5rera ^Rn ^ i 
mitton *nfffl ($F&f fair) ftrcm wFfta 
T^PT % "1^nr ^CTIS(W f i vdft% ^ i+< ^ ^ 
3T5Sn "?R W^RIT " | l 
^ 3#C 1 ^ -?WJff ^ T ^  twf% i f «?^ > ^ R K i f -fof»rr 
tl 
%i i ^ '^^Tf ~^> ^n% ^ r "^ f ^ J % ^ i 
*T3$. ^\. X^f, ^ t . tiJT. XKj>. 3fK. 3TT .^ ^ T <fc$ 
<H^ *flMH W ?RI ctTK #^ TT ^ 1 
% «ffo$l ^I^T ^ J^TC 3tk J^K i&rfl %#li 
*fl^ fH+ ^ ferr-^KGiMvinPfJi)W&RTft-$m%\ $$1 
HrWI «h)«fH«i 3fk 3JW4W % ^ f f ~gP3 1&(\ ";5ncTT 
^ l 1#K TfrT i f liiRe4lHW<« t w X^f ^ W ^ T# 
t I ^ A " 1 ^ ^ " ^ f^eT ^R:% ^Rn t ^ w ^ 
•p^r f^tcf 1 ^ I H ^K XTop ^ t "fSR°ft ^t, +lPl+i % 
%3^% R*f«l< 90 % 3T^f 9 1 "?R» W<T ^ ?12T % 3?^TR: 
3R^r ft«n T^ICTT %\ 
X T ^ % XT^ J -$& ?n^r ^ ^ ^ 13 % 'ft «faif 
% 7TM ?T1^ T tt% %l W "^ f 8 % ^ ^ 15 c r^ 
^ ^ t r f ' t ' ^ i t 18 % ' ' f t ^ t T K ^ K ' t R Tstfe ?&( 
*X&. ftycMM, ^ft txqr. txtp. 3TK. 3T1? ^ PT +lPl+d a|^ *(HM ^TT, +ll?1«t>e 
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••MIZHII afk ^ t Ifarc ^T HR-MK-H ^t?r 3qj % ^ t 
25 T?W ^T MR'IMH ^TT ^1 
ITO^Will f # J HcHW %t%r S^^T 3?^"^^^:/ 
^ . ^ t ^ l 75 ^cWcW ^ "H^lf %; ^ 2 T ^ 
snf%f TTCT 3 ^ n ^ : - ^ TEM "qr 3ns u r^ ^ t "^im 3n% 
/9/fc«/W)<$« £w, firiftqm WKJfcrm 3ft: 
"^R ^n% % q/q f^t^ rcr T^ T it. 3#t # J J T *n!% *ft i 
R^¥ 3 *#. 2 w ^ *TT I i f t M 3tk 3^T ^ TTTTT 
"^T J^R sftl 
3TWTC 300-600 ft Tft % «fa fosTTCT R3TI 
^R^t 3ft: W$ 3f 420 ft *ft 3fK 440 ft ift % 
3TWK T^% ^ T ^ cit RK^ft "R" 460 ft. Tft, 440 
ft Tft 3ft: 500 ft "*ft % 31I+Kc*l^  I f^^ T-RTRT^T 
^ f r T MllrW+t ««^II3 "R" 23-2-91 ^ t 
• ^n f t t 3*T % 3t ?pfa: ~WK ?WK " ^ *K*H*k« 
95 3ft: 91 %.Tfr. 3fo 6 3ft; 4.5 ft.^T «ni *TTC<T 
% rRT "R" W *T# ^T "R^ "R^T 3|«KKUI -^| z i ^ 
3 T 3 ^ ^ ^ "?# T^TfcT ^ t *lt I 9 1 % . ift*f«nf 
323 ft Tft 3tk -JTK 190 TJTH «TTI ^ ^ I^T % 
^3c^RT#5pft "RFT^ 300-320 Tft <l^l i t^% n cwit 
3IWK 380 3fo 460 ft ^ % ^ N «TTI 520 ft 
•^Tf-'HK "?f^ r : 100 Ht*faAi1 % 3iraK ^ 
?ft?T ^fejg = - 3.51 + 2.42 ?frT T^ T 
M^MiV -*$*$* (3TK) = 0.91 $m 1T5TI 
•>TO"|3IT 3ft:s(\^\ $\g\-m sn^K%~wm~m^pr'fe^r 
^ t 3#^ t?T "R lS f f ^ 3tsf t^T ftsrfcT % «ftl 
3 "iftaw ^?: "R^ TI 3ft: -^RJT ^5^*: ^ ^ T "srf% ftm 
15-20 " ^ ^1 ?gK ?m$t ^r iftn^T ^q^ff % 
31C(^ UT ^ ? %^t •^fe ftWfl ^Wf f^t^ T ^T ft. 
TIT 10 3ft; 15 W( % -^ fa «TTI 
% ^ 413 +f4Hi^ 4t 3ft: 3^«rT3tf %; ^Kq 3i%F - ^ 
• ^ t ^ n % t i 1 ^ ^ " ? ^ 3Tewtf^•?rq^ 3tk3Fq 
tf*ft!f % ff l^t s^pTT R^¥ 3lTfe % WPfPT -R^r l ^ t 
3ft: 3TT5^ r -^ r "5n% ?^f "ftmmi^ "ti 
Rl(^«ft ol^^ll^ % 19-6-91 ^T ^t f t I f ^ t 
^ T t 90 3tk 98 % Tfr «t>i % ^  ^c -**\, ^ 
^ , *ft 3ft: «f|¥T ^ TffT%T Ul(k=lM) «ft I ttW -^F^K 
«TT I ^3^ " ^ % "^f "?5t^ , ^flt 3ft: - ^ % WTH 
3ta ^% c?r 3 i ^ g % ^ tcf ^ft%T 3ft : -s^ %> -?RR 
^1 ^HT Y5 "q^ T % 3T»I "RTT % "qT9^  "^ HT % WT 
T^^5[^T3K«ni -q^n-q^-q^r-^at ^ - q ^ ^t 
r^ar "^  Tnfr: WK WX t^frwtm umrfimw; Mgdicicd 
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•& ~% w ^ VIIOR+ ?im •#% ^ p r \ \ 
^ „ 
3 w >^T ^f5f "arm 
91 
18 
10.6 
6.2 
5 
8.4 
9 
4.5 
71 
ytoiii a H ^ ^w> ^ 
3fTtT M f cW 
jitaKI % HHt ^5 " % 
3TFtr W R '?R» 
gfal'J % ^ f ^"ST % 
3TT?>r W R <ff> 
a f c K I ' j ^ *HI$ efl ^«||{ 
aftfrr rfS" ^ 5t «fal$ 
: 29 
: 62 
: 5.5 
: 24 
: 10.2 
*-$m m*i %. gvKfkw ate %. TT*T. ^Dm«i ?KT 
rPTTC ^ 7 T 3 W I 
•^m H t^e*r ife far *TM % f^ftq flMt dHtilqw i^t^t 
3WTSn^T ^^5? 
%***"% 2 3 - 1 2 - 9 0 ^ t T^> 4%c1 ^ T "fc 
fa?T "5IM "STOf f^Tp^ T 3,250 "faST <IW>)#<« jqitfl 
W\ 3W<RU| "pTTI WftJT ^T % "f3t" % "g^ft *T1% 
^MT siM^W "^ JJM T^ !HM»1 ^nyk"ld4l "fl^i l^frKJ+1 
%f*TC[ ftan ^TT ^1 WTCTcr: T^>^ P^T ^ PR, Wft 
3fk ^KM p^> siH<H(*r % argflrc -^T*FT 4-5 "fcr <Ff> 
^|£*T " ^ fa*T ^TM "if H M t T*F^TW3^taT 
^ 3,250 1%. m "^t -q^¥ Trap 3WWRq ^q^T \ \ 
fiftfi^-mTfttife, ^IMlfdHH ifofciiMI, 4»<Wt!<« 
^nlM, %?w n^fcPft 3ft?: ^HI(W^H anfc % ift 
3M<RU| ftri -tfgnf w ? ^ f % fvi^ s»n «fa> wr*ITC 
3 % w 1 2?. s$3# ^ Wf^ ^?^f n*rer?r %f^  
T # 113 " ^ T ^ T M«riT llrani j?m ZWPK^ 
480 % 670 fa Tft % ^N -fcwn ^ 3ft?: 600 
fa Tft % 5Hl«+>Kc(|^  3#.p €f i ?TTC 2 % 4.5 1%. 
-flT^-sfasTTI 113 ^ f t - ? f 81.6"/. " ^ 3 ^ 1 8 . 4 ' / . 
TTRT ^<?fl *ft I ^ *ft <Hifl<S|cH*ll >^ $ I 3TflRPt?TTre[#rat 
%^:-^f t2n 3n^FC-^ft^f^#H: (78.3*/.) iPl^ili 
(13.1°/.) IS+Hli (4.1/0 STTfe ^T 3M T^FTT ^ 3T 
#w% TIT^T T3?IT ^ ^ ^ -M ara^M >M f 
•^ ISTf "for fa*f T5TM M*lHl(4)H^ni 3f|?: H I ^ H 
T^ 3TRiR ^ 130-135 fa fa 3?k HI^H ^1 
140-145 fa "»ft «TT I fer^^^W^ 
^ l f 3fo Ti^nt 45-50 X 6 "tf «ftl ^ ^ K 
^ 8 0 W f e I^cff J^T MR-«(HH ^TT "f^ Rfa 20 
wz *ftHll^ «iAm 3fk 60 H M H ^ % 2 r i ^Wt 
JQ % o^W I^cIT "^ 1% #faET "SRiR^ "?^ RT3ff 
F^t T?^ PS^  %fa^ fal^ 3TR!R % "3fM##fMT 1^& 
Wi t P^T "5PfCT ^*TT "^t 3f^ SfT ^ l 
*T^T. ^ft. TfSr 3fa ^ t. ^t. ^ I^T, / # . t*JT. t ^ j . 3fR. 3fif. W ^ f <*)^ *fclH ^jf, ^ f l 
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ST*T *f 1%r im ffim <Hifdqv+idn -$\ fo§nf T W 
cR: % " ^ 1969 % ^ ^ t t W ^ t «ftl m<T 
^ «ll(u|f^+ TTTfcWtft 3f T?T ^ifcT % 4>KH ^ t ^ l f 
f ^ T >T ^t> % ^F?T djd+IRH T|c^R itcTWT % ^ 
1987-90 % ^KH T N ^ T ?T*tff 3TO 3^^T IT ^ t 
"»lf ^R *T# ^ T WS, y(d?ld T*WT, 3TR5K ^ anc[%, 
fe°T 3TTTS ^ T ^fRT " ^ t?*TT ^TM t [ l 
STT ^ t ^T^rf t^f 20 afa: 60 "jfr tri an^R % 
TTK etf "aft 3(c# % ^KH djd+lRH %TT3PT 3 f*T 
T&& % 8.7 ^T #. cf//2^*/cJ« «H1 ^ 3 W ^ # 
Hcfor atk #. <4ildq<*t>idii w\ ^ f a W H t[i "^ 
1987 afc 1988 % ^TCff t^f f 3f TT^ft 3 if. 
*llldq?t+ldH W\ 3Tc|WT 3 f l ^ T t%ZTT t [ l *tf^T 
anrtfT ^ ^ T 3f ^  T ^ t f 3f ffl^T 3^R0T f 3TT *TT I 
3TTC*ff % ^ K ^ T %? "^M ^3f?T " ^ f 3 
^tk 2 -11 -89 ^ +I*MH<£U|H % -$£& ^ t 
%#"Tf«ftl Pl+dW <W|A|(H+ ^  HlRd+\RpT +K<slA 
% PlUlGkl a|WfiPl«h 3Nlf$l^r f?WT i p ^K^I %W»RT 
^1 ^ -g^K^ t TRS^T ^ 1982 % 87 ^f? ^ t 
a^fe"^ "*fT "gf %; fe$ta+< ^ f a * "*TT t ^ T ^ ^ T T ^ f f 
TpT *TT%. "¥! W T ^ I "^lit %f "^T " ^ ^R "5W "$ 
=Ufu|faT+ "5T>n HlfrW+^ -ff T?T^ T 41*WH "^ TT^ ir % T^ 
"»FTT, aft^T •fafliT 3.3°/. «HI 
• ^ 1990 %^RFT <*i«4c1<ui R>^-»T(T ^ . vIlldgMIdH 
^ t ^ T 3 tk^ t^nT%% 3TRfK^t 3TT^ T% T^ 3TSPH 
^ ^ ""K «T^T "^ T iRT t% 1 3 ^ "^STTf^  >^T 3TRTR: ^ 
143 ajk 178 TH^T t ark-pfr T^TUT P^T 158 3tk 
2 1 8 t i T ^ t % ^ l 3T^T r^ ^T 3TTSRJ "*TT»T 60.4°/. 
^^^nT%«TTI f!ft:5nT%^ 3TcRRq^T 57.9°/. «*teR«M 
aTHTWT ^ ?f *ft I ^fl? 3tk </l(Sl^ 1< 3T3WT T^ T "SfTTM 
J^T VfcreTW 1PT?T: 31.6 afo 10.5 «TTI 3T^Rq 3f 
3Tsfl^  T^t writer "JT^ t *fti 
1THT ^TRTT % 3tk ftm 1?RT>T ^ T ^ t ^ T t[ I ^m 
"Sf ^«|?m f f l n^T% ^ JT "JJ^ T ^f?T ^R % I "^ JR 3RT 
I^T% 1% WT TJjST 1 2 5 3(k 2 0 0 ^ % cR ^3^T 
40 ^ 3tk 60 "5 ^1 ^T>R fofafuT'* "^1% M f^ 
^T^nT% t^TTT»T 3TTERJ f l ^ T ^ . WWW+« afk 
*t?T. <MW«li afk i?r. HlPl«W TFsn, # . t^ T. TT!?). 
3TR. 3n?. -^ T ild+IRn ar^fepr ^ 5 , i(d+1Rn 1 
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